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Automated Digital Imaging of Cytoskeletal Dynamics
Aneil Mallavarapu

Abstract

Photoactivation and photobleaching are two complementary technologies used to

investigate the dynamic movement of molecules within cells. Here, I report advances in

technology for photoactivation, photobleaching and microscopic imaging which I used

to investigate cytoskeleton movements in two different biological contexts.

Development of a new caged fluorophore with enhanced fluorescent properties in

combination with the development of digital imaging technologies enabled visualization

of signal-limited marks on the actin cytoskeleton of growth cone filopodia.

Development of a system for photobleaching of GFP enabled visualization of marks

made on GFP-tubulin microtubules in fission yeast.

Selective extension and retraction of filopodia is required for proper growth cone

navigation during development. By studying how the underlying actin cytoskeleton

moves during filopodium extension and retraction, I sought to determine how the actin

cytoskeleton is regulated to cause extension or retraction of filopodia. I found that the

rate of actin filament assembly at filopodium tips is the primary determinant of the rate

and direction of filopodium movement. This result stands in contrast to the well-known

molecular clutch model for growth cone advance, and suggests new mechanisms for

control of growth cone navigation. Actin movement was monitored by photoactivation

of a caged Q-rhodamine derivative of actin and by photobleaching of a GFP-actin

chimera.
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The movement and dynamics of microtubules during different stages of mitosis is

crucial to an understanding of the mechanisms of mitosis. Although much information

has been gathered regarding mitosis in metazoan cells, no analogous information exists

for genetically tractable systems, such as yeast. Here, I present GFP-tubulin

photobleaching experiments in fission yeast which demonstrate that microtubule

turnover rate changes between anaphase A and anaphase B, that anaphase B spindle

elongation is driven by antiparallel microtubule sliding in the spindle midzone, and that

polewards flux of microtubules does not occur during anaphase B.

4 /
Ron Vale, Thesis Committee Chair
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Chapter 1

Introduction



The motility of cells and of subcellular components require the organized movement of

cytoskeletal polymers. Two prominent phenomena which have attracted a great deal of

interest are the crawling of metazoan cells over substrates and the segregation of

chromosomes within cells during mitosis. Cell crawling is achieved largely through the

activity of the actin cytoskeleton and its associated components whereas the movements

of mitosis occur on a microtubule-based scaffold, termed the mitotic spindle.

Elucidation of the mechanisms which govern these processes requires methods for

determining movements of the underlying cytoskeleton.

The creation of fiduciary marks on the cytoskeleton in living cells has proven valuable

in understanding movement of the cytoskeleton as well as where it is assembled and

disassembled. Here, I have taken two complementary approaches: photoactivation of

fluorescence, which involves the creation of a bright fluorescent mark on a dark, non

fluorescent structure as well as the more traditional photobleaching approach, which

involves creating a region of decreased fluorescence on a bright, fluorescent structure.

These techniques are referred to interchangeably as “photo-marking” technologies from

here on.

Chapter 2 discusses and compares fluorophores used in previous photoactivation

experiments, and presents the development of a new photoactivation dye with improved

fluorescent properties. Preparation of a reagent (caged-Q rhodamine actin) used in

experiments presented in later chapters is described here. In Chapter 3, optical and

software components used in the photomarking experiments are presented.



I present investigations of two biological problems using these technologies. In Chapter

4, I present an investigation of the dynamic movement of the actin cytoskeleton in

growth cone filopodia using a combination of photoactivation and GFP-photobleaching

technologies. Filopodial actin bundles are extremely thin (~0.5um diameter) and

contain a small number of actin filaments, estimated at 15-30, and as such pose

considerable problems to imaging approaches. Improvements in both photoactivation

chemistry (Chapter 2) and imaging technology (Chapter 3) were crucial to the success

of this project.

In chapter 5, I present a study of the dynamics of microtubules in the mitotic spindle of

the fission yeast, Saccharomyces pombe, using photobleaching of GFP-tubulin. Three

dimensional movement and rotation of the spindle necessitated a three-dimensional

imaging approach. The photobleaching microscope used in Chapter 4 was modified to

accomplish automated three-dimensional optical sectioning. Use of three-dimensional

deconvolution techniques greatly facilitated visualization of photobleach marks. These

The results provided in Chapters 4 and 5 present a comparison of photoactivation and

photobleaching technologies. Both photomarking technologies require introduction of

an appropriate fluorescent probe which is capable of incorporating into the structure of

interest. In the photoactivation experiments presented in Chapter 4, a caged dye

conjugated protein (in this case, actin) needed to be microinjected into a single cell prior

to imaging. This approach presented some undesired and relatively uninteresting

technical difficulties, such as maintaining flow of protein in microinjection needles and

cell death due to micro-manipulation. Conversely, GFP-photobleaching requires the
3



introduction of a GFP-hybrid expression construct, which can be done with relatively

easy bulk cell-loading methods. The wide availability and easy production of a variety

of GFP fusion constructs also recommends this approach as a means for studying the

dynamics of a wide variety of proteins.

Interpretation of photoactivation experiments tended to be more straight forward since a

single population of molecules could be unambiguously identified as they moved

through a cell. Photobleaching experiments are difficult or impossible to interpret if the

photobleaching mark moves into a region of increased fluorescence (for example, see

Chapter 5, Discussion). Ultimately, a combination of both of these approaches may be

required to fully answer many questions regarding the dynamics of cytoskeletal

components. The startling discovery of a dramatic red-shifting in the fluorescence

profile of GFP after irradiation with green light, suggests a promising starting point for

development of a GFP molecule which exhibits photoactivation properties. Such a

molecule could combine the best aspects of the GFP-photobleaching and Q-rhodamine

photoactivation approaches described here, thus enabling a relatively painless yet highly

informative approach to many interesting questions in cytoskeleton dynamics.



Chapter 2

Caged Fluorescent Probes

This chapter contains some text and figures from the article Caged
Fluorescent Probes, published in Methods in Enzymology (1998) 291:
63-78 (Academic Press). Permission to reprint this chapter is granted to
UMI, as indicated in the letter from Academic Press in the preliminary
pages. Permission requires that the full copyright notice for the cited
work be given:

Copyright 1998 by Academic Press, Inc. All rights reserved. No part of
this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy, recording, or any
information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing
from the publisher.

Dr. Mitchison and I collaborated in the development of the new caged Q
rhodamine dye reported here, with some contributions from Dr. Gee, and
its conjugation to actin. Ken Sawin and Julie Theriot contributed to
previously reported work on caged fluorescein and caged resorufin,
respectively, which are discussed extensively in this chapter.



Introduction

Fluorescence microscopy is a powerful tool for observing the distribution of specific

molecules in living cells. In many cases however, it is not possible to infer the dynamic

behavior of populations of molecules when they are uniformly labeled with a

fluorescent tag. Instead it is necessary to create a local region within the cell where the

fluorescence intensity is different from the bulk population, and follow the evolution of

this region with time. The classic method for creating a differentially labeled region is

fluorescence photobleaching. This method has been used extensively to follow

diffusion and directed movements of macromolecule in cells. Photobleaching suffers

two main problems: 1) the chemistry of bleaching depends on generation of activated

oxygen species that can cause local damage to proteins and membranes, and 2) it can be

difficult to accurately track a region of reduced fluorescence within a pool of higher

fluorescence under conditions of limited signal.

These considerations lead us to develop fluorescence photoactivation as an

alternative technology for probing cytoskeleton dynamics. In this approach the protein is

tagged with a caged fluorochrome. This probe molecule is non-fluorescent (or

fluorescent at a different wavelength) until illuminated with a brief pulse of ultraviolet

light. Such illumination leads to photolysis of the caging groups, and generation of a

fluorescent species. In principle fluorescence photoactivation can avoid the problem of

generation of local oxidative damage inherent to photobleaching, and can also produce a

more favorable signal to noise ratio for imaging. Photoactivation can also produce toxic

byproducts in the form of the nitroso-aldehyde or nitroso-ketone side products from

photolysis. However each molecule of caged fluorochrome only releases one or two

molecules of side product, whereas each molecule of fluorochrome in a bleaching
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experiment probably produces hundreds of activated oxygen molecules before being

bleached by reacting with one of them. The main limitation of the photoactivation

method has been development of suitable caged fluorescent probes, and most of this

article focuses on our progress in this area.

Requirements for an effective caged fluorescent probe have been discussed

(Mitchison 1989, Mitchison et al 1994). Most important are biostability, rapid and

efficient photoactivation, good brightness and photostability of the uncaged

fluorochrome, practicable synthesis, and friendly protein chemistry. The latter is most

difficult to predict from molecular structure - empirically it requires probes that are

neither too hydrophobic nor too highly charged, with convenient chemistry for covalent

attachment to proteins.

To date caged caged fluorochromes have all employed variants of the 2

nitrobenzyl caging group. Two properties have been used to control fluorescence with

such groups. In caged fluoresceins and rhodamines, two caging groups act together to

pin the xanthene fluorophore in a non-fluorescent lactone tautomer form (Figure 1,3). In

caged resorufin (Figure 2) the fluorophore is held in a non-ionizeable form, resulting in

a blue shift of adsorption and quenching of fluorescence.

Historically the first caged fluorescent probe that was used for a biological

experiment was a fluorescein derivative, C2CF-SNHS (Figure 1). This probe attached to

tubulin lead to the discovery of polewards flux in mitotic spindles (Mitchison 1989,

Sawin and Mitchison 1991). C2CF is highly hydrophobic, and most proteins other than

tubulin tend to aggregate if they are labeled with it. In C2CF-SNHS itself, the

sulfosuccinimide group keeps the reagent water soluble. As this group hydrolyzes

during a labeling reaction, aggregates and precipitates of the reagent usually develop.

6



These problems lead us to develop the more water soluble caged fluorescein CMNB2

AF-NHS (Figure 1) whose applicability is more general. The search for a caged

fluorescent probe for actin labeling lead to caged resorufin (Figure 2, Theriot and

Mitchison 1991). Both fluorescein and resorufin are suffer ready photobleaching after

activation, which put severe limitations on our ability to image them in cells. This

photostability consideration lead us to develop the caged rhodamines (Figure 3).

o' carboxy-dimethoxy-C2CQRd-NHS and -IA are probably the best caged

fluorochromes we currently have in terms of the parameters listed above. A practical

drawback has been difficulty of synthesis, and in general the area of caged

fluorochrome design has been limited by the chemistry. Our experience as to advantages

and drawbacks of the different caged fluorochromes are summarized in tables 1 and 2.

The data summarized here are largely anecdotal, though they coincide with the

experience of other labs and also theoretical expectations for the different chemistries.

This information is provided in the spirit helping guide other in designing biological

experiments and hopefully designing new chemistry. For additional information see

(Haugland 1996).

Probe availability and synthesis

Progress on application of fluorescence photoactivation to biological problems

has largely hinged on probe availability and properties. Commercial availability depends

on demand and ease of synthesis. Several caged fluorescent probes are currently

available from Molecular Probes (Haugland 1996). Where these do not correspond

exactly to the probes we have worked with, the considerations listed in tables 1 and 2

may be useful for predicting properties.



Caged fluoresceins (Figure 1) are fairly easy to synthesize, starting from carboxy

fluorescein (usually as a mixture of isomers) or aminofluorescein (available as single

isomers). Our synthesis of C2CF was reported in (Mitchison 1989) and of CMNB2AF

in (Mitchison et al 1994). The key synthetic step, formation of the bis-phenolic ether,

used conditions developed by (Krafft et al 1988). The main drawback of caged

fluoresceins are the lack of photostability of fluorescein itself. Introducing fluorine

atoms increases the photostability of fluorescein and decreases its pKa (Haugland 1996).

Thus caged derivatives of 2,7' difluoro-carboxy fluorecein should in principle make

superior probes.

Caged resorufin (Figure 2) is the easiest probe to synthesize and is also the probe

with lowest molecular weight, which should improve its protein chemistry. It is made

simply by applying the Trentham diazo caging chemistry (Walker et al 1989) to

commercial resorufin-iodoacetate (Boehringer) and using TLC to purify the product

(Theriot and Mitchison 1991). The two isomers can be readily separated, but they seem

to have similar properties. If necessary, the 4-carboxy-resorufin nucleus can be

synthesized by condensing 4-nitroso-resorcinol and 2,6-dihydroxybenzoic acid in the

presence of manganese dioxide and reducing the resulting 4-carboxy-resasurin with

zinc. Caged resorufin has two drawbacks: 1) Like fluorescein, resorufin is readily

photobleached. Since there is a strong Hg line (585nm) centered on the resorufin

adsorption maximum (unlike fluorescein) photobleaching may appear to be very fast

indeed. 2) Because the heterocyclic nitrogen atom makes the resorufin ring system

electron deficient, it tends to suffer nucleophilic attack and reduction more readily than

the other fluorochromes. This tendency is exacerbated in the caged form where anion

formation is blocked (see for example Afanas'eva et al 1974). Under physiological

conditions (pH 7.4, 1-5 mM thiol groups) we have found that caged resorufin can under

go both nucleophilic attack and reduction, depending on the thiol used. We have also
8



found that the half-life of caged resorufin in cells is quite short, as little as 20 minutes

when attached to dextran. Attachment to actin prolongs the half-life of the probe, but

these chemical considerations make it less attractive for general use. In principle,

appropriate substitution of the resorufin ring might ameliorate these problems, but this

has not been explored.

Caged rhodamines are the best of the current probes for most applications due to

the relative resistance of rhodamines to photobleaching. Their synthesis, shown in

Figure 4, is more difficult, and we encourage others to try and improve on our methods.

The key synthetic step is the acylation reaction (Fin Figure 4). We used a strong base

to deprotonate the amino groups, and then added a strong acylating agent (a

chloroformate) in a rather uncontrolled reaction with variable and poor yields. The

identity of the desired product after purification was confirmed by mass spectrometry.

This method was based on Q-rhodamine alkylation conditions described in (Arnost et al

1990). All our caged rhodamines are based on the rhodamine derived from 7-hydroxy

quinoline, to which we have given the trivial name Q-Rhodamines. Q-Rds have very

similar optical properties to the popular tetramethyl-Rds, including an adsorption

maximum near the strong Hg line at 546nm, high adsorption coefficients (>80,000),

high quantum efficiencies of fluorescence, and good photostability. Caged rhodamines

based on rhodamine 110 (no substitution on the nitrogens) are also useful for making

caged derivatives, and the acylation chemistry is somewhat easier. These probes have

adsorption maxima near fluorescein (495-515nm), and are called "rhodamine greens" by

Molecular Probes (Haugland 1996). A milder acylation strategy using Steglich's reagent

(4,6-diphenylthieno■ 3,4-d]-1,3,dioxol-2-one 5,5 dioxode) that works well with

rhodamine 110 derivatives has been developed elsewhere (Ottl and Mariott submitted).



Because caged rhodamines are carbamates rather than phenolic ethers their

quantum efficiency of uncaging is inherently lower than caged fluoresceins. This

translates into needing longer pulses of uv light to uncage, with the possibility of

damaging the irradiated region of the cell. We have found in practice that only caged

rhodamines with O-carboxy caging groups uncaged fast enough to be used as non

perturbing probes of the actin cytoskeleton. The O-carboxy group is known to facilitate

the uncaging reaction in other caged compounds (Haugland 1996). The O-carboxy

caging groups also promote water solubility and better protein chemistry, compensating

for their more difficult synthesis. The O-carboxy caging groups have one undesirable

feature we do not understand. They uncage fairly fast in visible light, for example at

450-520nm for O-carboxy-4,5 dimethoxy-C2ORd-NHS. 0-carboxy caged fluorescein

(Figure 1) undergoes similar visible uncaging. This property is peculiar since neither

the caging groups nor the lactone tautomer of the fluorochrome should absorb light at

these wavelengths. We hypothesize that the O-carboxy caged fluorochromes may

contain a significant proportion of the non-lactone tautomer of the fluorochrome in their

ground state structure that can absorb light and somehow uncage. This uncaging in

visible light has the potential to cause slow activation of the whole field during the

observation phase of a photoactivation experiment. In practice this problem can be

largely circumvented by exciting the uncaged fluorochrome with light tightly centered

on the adsorption maximum of the uncaged form. For Q-Rds this means isolating the

546nm Hg line. The level of this light must be controlled anyway to prevent bleaching,

and under these conditions further uncaging by the observation light is minimized.

Comparing 0-carboxy nitrobenzyl caging groups with and without 4,5-

dimethoxy substitution (Figure 3, table 2), we have found that these extra groups

significantly increase the rate of photoactivation of caged Q-Rd with 366nm light. This

10



is presumably due to increased adsorption of photons at 366nm with the methoxy

substitutents. The effect is less than the O-carboxy group, but still useful.

Protein labeling

Most of our experience has been with two proteins, tubulin and actin. Tubulin must be

labeled in the polymerized state to protect cysteines and lysines essential for

polymerization. We have only been successful using N-hydroxy-succinimide (NHS)

and sulfo-N-hydroxysuccinimide (SNHS) esters which presumably modify lysines.

Using polymerized tubulin at pH 8.0-8.6 in glycerol containing buffers and a large

excess of reagent, stochiometries of up to 0.5 caged fluorochrome/tubulin dimer are

obtained. These labeled tubulin are somewhat compromised in their polymerization

ability, but appear to co-polymerize with endogenous tubulin readily. C2CF-SNHS has

been used for most work with tubulin, though the other probes work as well. The basic

protocol we use to label tubulin on lysines with NHS-ester probes is described in

(Hyman et al 1991). An updated version of this procedure is described in (Desai and

Mitchison Meth. Enzymol. in press)

Rabbit muscle actin contains a single reactive cysteine (Cys374) which has been

used as a site of attachment for a variety of fluorescent dyes. We reacted actin

monomers with O-carboxy-dimethoxy-C2CQRd-IA using a protocol that minimizes the

amount of time required for the preparation. We found that this improved yield, and

minimized hydrolytic activation of the caged rhodamine.

For a typical labeling reaction, 0.5mL actin (5mg/mL) was used. Care was taken

to minimize oxidation of the cysteine prior to labeling. For this reason, actin monomer

(purified according to the method of Pardee and Spudich (1982) was quick frozen and

stored in G-Buffer (5mm TrisCl, 0.2 mM CaCl2, 0.2m.M ATP pH 8.0) + 1 mM DTT.

11



To remove excess thiol prior to labeling, the actin was thawed and dialyzed against G

Buffer + 109M DTT for 2 hours at 40C. Because o-carboxy-dimethoxy-C2CQRd-IA is

sparingly soluble in water, we add it at relatively low concentration (20mM in DMF) at

a 5:1 molar ratio to actin. Addition and mixing is performed with rapid vortexing. As

with the synthesis of caged compounds, these steps must be performed in safelight. All

tubes should be wrapped in an opaque material to occlude light. The solution is then

brought to room temperature and the reaction is allowed to proceed for 30 minutes to 1

hour. Following this, the sample is put on ice. Free unreacted dye is separated from

protein by gel filtration (Pharmacia KWIK SEP5mL Dextran desalting columns

(#43230) on a column pre equilibrated with cold G-Buffer + 1 mM DTT. The protein

peak is identified by spotting 1p L of each fraction on paper (nitrocellulose paper or TLC

plate) and irradiating the spots for 2-3 minutes with long range (360nm) UV light.

Hand held UV lamps (e.g., ENF-260C, Spectronics Corp, Westbury, NY) work well for

this. The fractions (0.5-1 mL) corresponding to the first red/pink peak are pooled. Actin

is then polymerized by adjusting the buffer to 75mm KCl, 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 1mM

MgCl2, and 1mM ATP. The solution is left on ice for 1 hour and then is brought to

room temperature for 1 hour. Filaments are pelleted (50k rpm, Beckman TLA 100.3

rotor, 1h, 40) and washed once with G-Buffer + 1 mM DTT. The pellet should be

glassy and translucent. Filaments are resuspended by adding to the pellet 100° LG

Buffer + 1 mM DTT. After a few minutes incubation at 00 to allow swelling, the pellet

is broken up and then sonicated briefly. The supernatant is collected and the tube is re

extracted with another 100° L G-Buffer + 1 mM DTT to collect any remaining protein.

Filaments are depolymerized by dialysis against G-Buffer + 1 mM DTT for 24h at 40C.

For the final 2-3 hours of dialysis, the dialysis solution is replaced by G buffer +

0.5mm glutathione. Aggregates are removed by centrifugation (44Krpm, Beckman
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TLA100 rotor). The supernatant is collected and quick frozen and stored in liquid N2,

typically as 3pull aliquots.

Using actin labeled with 0-carboxy-dimethoxy-C2CQRd-IA by this procedure,

and imaging with a cooled CCD camera, we have obtained a substantial improvement in

signal and signal/noise compared to our earlier caged resorufin work. An example using

this probe to analyze the dynamics of actin filaments in Listeria tails in a Xenopus egg

extract is shown in Figure 5.

Instrumentation

Fluorescence photoactivation imaging at the level of single cells or embryos requires

essentially the same apparatus as conventional low-light fluorescence imaging, except

that one more light beam must be brought to bear on the specimen for photoactivation.

For collection of fluorescence images at low light levels we have used both intensifying

cameras and a cooled CCD. In most experiments we collect pairs of images, one

showing the uncaged fluorescence signal, and the second a phase contrast image of the

cell as a reference image. In some experiments a second fluorescence channel is also

collected (Sawin and Mitchison 1991). One advantage of the cooled CCD camera is its

ability to collect high resolution images at both high and low light levels dues to its

large dynamic range.

To generate the photoactivation beam we have always used the 366nm line from

a 100W Hg arc lamp. Others have used the 334-364 lines from an argon ion laser

(Rodionov et al 1994). In principle small, intense areas of illumination can be generated

from either source. Laser sources may be easier to focus, and their intensity is unlimited.

Hg arc lamps are cheaper but they have a maximal theoretical intensity at the specimen

plane, related to the brightness and size of the arc.
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If an Hg source is used to generate the photoactivation beam, a suitable slit or

pinhole must be placed in a plane conjugate with the specimen to delimit the

illuminated area in the specimen. The simplest photoactivation apparatus simply uses

the field diaphragm in the epi-fluorescence light path as this pinhole. This diaphragm is

closed to an appropriate size, a uv-excitation filter set is put in the light path (e.g. a

DAPI set), and the epi-beam is turned on briefly. Then the diaphragm is opened, a

fluorecein or rhodamine filter set inserted, and observation of the activated zone

commences. This set up was used successfully to follow microtubule flux in newt

spindles, with the addition of a slit that could be slid temporarily in place of the field

diaphragm during photoactivation (Mitchison and Salmon 1992). A detailed discussion

of the light path used for caged Q-rhodamine actin photoactivation experiments is

presented in the following chapter.

Future Directions

Despite its potential for visualizing dynamic processes in living cells and embryos, to

date fluorescence photoactivation has been used in only a handful of labs for a limited

range of proteins. The main limitation has been probe chemistry and probe availability

as discussed above. Expanding the application of the method will hinge primarily on

improving the availability of the current probes, and developing better ones.

The most obvious avenue for probe improvement is to come up with better

conventional caged fluorochromes. Rhodamines are the brightest and most photostable

of the current probes. It should be possible to improve on the synthesis methods and

perhaps find caging groups that photoactivate as efficiently as the O-carboxy series in uv

light but do not photoactivate in visible light. Other fluorescent molecules, and other
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types of caging chemistry should also be considered. It might be possible to make a

caged rhodamine by quaternizing one of the nitrogens as opposed to making a

carbamate, and such a probe would have higher water solubility. Rhodols, molecules

intermediate in structure between fluorescein and rhodamines (Haugland 1996) are

interesting candidates for caging. In principle a rhodol caged with a single nitrobenzyl

ether on the oxygen might be a useful probe with lower molecular weight than the

current caged fluoresceins and rhodamines. Cyanine dyes have fluorescence properties

superior even to rhodamines as protein-attached probes. It is not obvious how to cage

them using nitrobenzyl chemistry, but some other strategy might be feasible. In general

caged fluorochromes is an areas where creative chemistry could generate significant

payoffs.

In conventional fluorescent imaging, green fluorescent protein (GFP) fusion

proteins have recently risen to prominence because the fluorescent tag can be encoded in

the cDNA for the protein. GFP, particularly in usefully mutated forms (Cubitt et al

1995), appears to be an excellent fluorochrome, with good adsorption coefficients,

quantum efficiency and photostability. Thus it is natural to ask if GFP can be used in

any kind of photoactivation experiment. Wild type GFP is in fact already a caged

fluorochrome of sorts. The protein can adopt two conformations with different

adsorption maxima, and light adsorption can shift the population of molecules towards

the longer wavelength absorbing form (Cubitt et al 1995). It is possible that by mutating

GFP and selecting appropriate variants it might be possible to turn it into a very good

caged fluorochrome that could replace the small organic probes. An alternative, and

perhaps more likely, possibility is that GFP will bring new vigor to the older approach

of photobleaching. Since the organic fluorophore is buried within the core of GFP, it is

possible that it is less efficient at generating activated oxygen species than conventional

organic fluorochromes, and also that when activated oxygens are produced they will
15



react preferentially with GFP itself, rather than nearby proteins. In other words,

photobleaching of GFP may be less prone to artifacts due to collateral damage to nearby

proteins than is photobleaching with conventional probes. The first GFP bleaching

experiments are quite encouraging in this light (Cole et al 1996). However it will be

important to test more rigorously the extent of collateral damage in GFP bleaching

experiments before adopting this technology more generally.
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Figure 4. Caged Q-rhodamine synthesis

This Figure shows the scheme that was used for synthesis of caged Q-rhodamines.

Yields were in the 50-95% range except where indicated. Identification of compounds

was based on optical spectroscopy and chemical properties except for step F, where

mass spectrometry was aslo used to characterize the product. A: 0.2M 7

hydroxyquinoline (Eastman) in ethanol was treated with 5mol% Pt2O, 2atm. H2, 24hr.

Solvent evaporated, no purification needed; B: Equimolar amine and anhydride plus 0.2

eq. p-toluenesulfonic acid dissolved in minimal volume of propionic acid. Refluxed

24hr. Extra propionic acid added and distilled off twice to remove water. Carboxy-Q-

rhodamine purified by two rounds of dissolving in hot aqueous HCl, filtering, cooling

and collecting the ppt., followed by chromatography on Sephadex LH20 with isocratic

elution in mthanol; C: Conditions described in Org. Synth. Coll. vol 1 p336-9.

Commercial 6-nitro-veratraldehyde contains impurities that do not dissolve in aqueous

bisulfite and can be removed by filtration. Product recryst. from CH2Cl2/hexane; D: 2

nitro-4,5-dimethoxy nitro mandelic acid dissolved in THF. 2 equivalents of the isourea

(Mathias 1979) added. After 2hr product purified by chromatography (SiO2, 70%

hexane, 30% ethylacetate); E: Ester dissolved in THF. 1.5 eq. of base added followed

by 1.2 eq of phosgene (as a toluene solution). After 10 minutes the solution filtered and

evaporated. Crude chloroformate is held under vacuum for several hours and used

without further purification; F. Rhodamine dissolved at 0.1M in 50% THF, 50%

HMPA. K+tBuO (1M in THF) added with mixing until the solution became blue-black

(approx 3 equiv.). The chloroformate (0.1M in THF, 3 equiv.) then added all at once

with mixing. The reaction generated many products. The correct one identified on TLC

(SiO2, 84% Benzene, 14% acetone, 2% acetic acid, rf = 0.3) by its conversion from

colorless to red on irradiation with 360nm light. Purify by chromatography (SiO2, 94
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90% dichloromethane, 4-8% Ethylacetate, 2% acetic acid). Product further purified by

taking up in a minimal volume of hot methanol, cooling to -200 overnight, and

collecting the precipitate. Identity of the product was confirmed by by mass

spectrometry (Isims, strong molecular ion at 1130.5) and visible spectroscopy before

and after activation. Yield Poor, variable; G: Caged rhodamine in DMF treated with

Bezotriazol-1yl-tetramethyluronium tetrafluoroborate (TBTU) 2 eq, then diaminobutane

3 eq. Isolate crude product by dissolving in ethyl acetate and washing x3 with water; H:

Product from G in DMF treated with iodoacetic acid N-hydroxysuccinimide ester 2 eq,

and triethylamine 2 eq. in DMF. Purify by chromatography (SiO2. 18%

dichloromethane, 80% ethylacetate, 2% acetic acid). I Product of H deprotected in 98%

trifluoroacetic acid, 2% water, 2hr. Acid removed in vacuo. Product dissolved in THF

and precipitated with 9 volumes of cold water. For convenience aliquots of approx. 1

pumol precipitated in individual microfuge tubes. The product was collected by

centrifugation, dried in vacuo and stored dark at -809. For protein labeling an aliquot

was resuspended in DMF.

The NHS derivatives (Figure 3) were synthesized by treating the protected, caged-QRd

COOH with NHS and ethyl-dimethylaminopropyl carbodiimide (EDC) in DMF to give

the NHS ester, followed by e-amino-caproic acid in DMSO/water/triethylamine to give

the aminocaproyl derivative, followed by NHS and EDC in DMF to give the final

product.
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Caged Excitation/ Photo- Biostability
derivatives of emission stability (caged)

maxima (uncaged)
(nm)
(uncaged)

Fluorescein 485-495/ POOr Good
495-520

Q-Rhodamine 540–550/ Good Good
460-580

Resorufin 580-590/ POOr Poor
590–610

Table 1. Practical considerations for different fluorophores.

Quantum
efficiency
of
uncaging

Good

OK-poor

Good

Ease of
synthesis by
non-expert

Medium

Harder

Easy
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Caging group Water
solubility

Nitrobenzyl poor
(as in C2CF-SNHS)
[NB]
Nitrophenethyl poor
(as in caged
resorufin)
[NPE]
2-nitro-5-carboxy- good
methoxy-nitobenzyl
(as in CMNB2AF)
[CMNB}

Ot-carboxy- good
nitrobenzyl
(as in O-carboxy
C2ORd-NHS)
[CNB)

O-carboxy-4,5 good
dimethoxy
nitrobenzyl
(as in O-carboxy
dimethoxy-C2ORd
NHS)
[CDMNB]

Ease of synthesis by Notes
non-expert
Easy

Medium

Medium

Harder

Harder

Simplest chemistry

Faster uncaging than
nitrobenzyl. By product
less toxic than

nitrobenzyl
Carboxy-methoxy
group imparts water
solubility.
Photochemistry similar
to nitrobenzyl.
O-Carboxy imparts
water solubility, less
toxic by product. Also
increases efficiency of
photolysis. Also
promotes uncaging at
visible wavelengths.
As simple O-carboxy.
The dimethoxy groups
improve efficiency of
uncaging at 360nm

Table 2. Practical considerations for different caging groups. Efficiency of photolysis
depends on both the caging group itself, and the chemistry that attaches it to the
fluorochrome. The phenolic ether linkage in caged fluorescein and caged resorufin is
readily cleaved by light with all caging groups. The carbamate linkage in caged
rhodamines is more resistant to cleavage. O-carboxy caging groups improve the
efficiency of carbamate photolysis. By-product toxicity refers to the nitroso-aldehyde or
ketone formed from the caging group after photolysis. Uncaging at visible wavelengths
is an undesirable special property of O-carboxy caging groups whose origin is unclear.
For more information see (Haugland 1996). The trivial names for caging groups shown
is square brackets indicate the nomenclature used in that reference.
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Chapter 3

Photomarking Optics and Digital
Imaging Methods
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Two of the main technical hurdles involved implementation of hardware and software

for photoactivation or photobleaching followed by automated timelapse imaging. The

first section of this chapter, Optics, outlines the rationale for and implementation of

optical setups for photomarking. The second section of this chapter describes software

developed for the automated aquisition, display and manipulation of digital data.

Optics
Photoactivation and photobleaching both required the precise positioning of a region of

light, usually less than 2um wide, on a small region of a cell. In the marking

experiments presented in this thesis, it was often necessary to very precisely position the

photoactivation or photobleaching beam in a specific region of a small structure, for

example, in the middle of the S. pombe mitotic spindle (as short as 1.5um) or on the

very tip of a filopodium. In principle, it might be possible to build an accurate

positioning system for a beam of light, however, a simpler approach is to focus light

within a precisely defined, fixed region within the specimen plane of the microscope

and later position a cell at this position. The simpler approach is the one that has been

implemented successfully in the preparation of previous photoactivation microscopes,

and I have essentially followed it here. Photobleaching optics were similar in this

regard, although a means for rotating the photobleaching beam was also built into the

design, and is presented below.

Optical setups for the photoactivation and photobleaching microscopes are presented in

Figure 1. In A, a diagram of standard epi-fluorescence microscope optics is shown with

colored lines representing excitation and emission radiation wavelengths for Q
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rhodamine visualization. Here, broad spectrum light produced by a light source (often,

a mercury arc lamp, near the top), passes into the microscope through the epi

fluorescence port and later travels through a Q-rhodamine excitation bandpass filter

(green). This green light is reflected up into the objective lens by means of a dichroic

mirror. The objective lens focuses the green light onto the sample, where it excites the

fluorophore – Q-rhodamine, in this case – in the specimen plane. Longer wavelength

light (red lines) emitted from the fluorophore in the specimen plane is collected by the

objective lens and passes through the dichroic mirror. A final bandpass filter (red) only

allows emitted fluorescence light to pass, thus preventing transmission of any reflected

or scattered green excitation or other extraneous light. The filtered emission light

passes out of the microscope and onto a detector. In our case, a cooled CCD camera.

Photoactivation Microscope

Modification of this basic design for photoactivation requires that a thin (~1-2um) line

of UV light (360nm) be created at the specimen plane. A schematic diagram of the

optical path is shown in Figure 1B. A mercury arc lamp (left side) is used to generate

light for the photoactivation beam which will be projected onto the specimen plane of

the microscope. The wavelength (360nm) is selected by means of a standard UV filter

(purple block - UG360, Chroma Corp., Brattleboro, VT). The shape of the beam is

controlled by critically illuminating a 10 or 25um wide slit (Oriel Corp) with the UV

light (purple lines) produced by the mercury arc lamp. This back-lit image of the slit is

focused onto the specimen plane of the microscope to produce the photoactivation
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mark. In our design, two anti-reflection coated biconvex fused silica lenses' (“slit

focusing lenses” in the diagram; Oriel Corp, http://www.oriel.com) were used to focus

the slit image at the field diaphragm of the microscope.

The field diaphragm is conjugate to the specimen plane of the microscope, so light

imaged at the field diaphragm will be demagnified and refocused by the internal

microscope optics including the microscope objective lens onto the specimen plane.

The slit image is demagnified according to the power of the objective lens. We used a

Zeiss 100X Plan-Neorfluar 1.30 N.A. lens, which transmits UV light with good

efficiency. The intensity profile of the narrow dimension of the slit fits a Gaussian

profile, with a half-maximal width of approximately 2pm.

'This arrangement is non-optimal. Use of 2 plano-convex lenses is recommended for 1:1 imaging as we
are doing here, but biconvex lenses were used because of they were available in the lab.
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A custom dichroic mirrors (Chroma Corp., http://www.chroma.com) allow input of epi

fluorescence or photoactivation light without moving components in the optical path.

The first mirror is placed near the epi-fluorescence input port at the back of the

microscope. This mirror reflects 360nm ultraviolet photoactivation light and transmits

long wavelength light, including the green Q-rhodamine excitation light. The excitation

filter (green block) has been moved to near the epi-fluorescence light source so that

both epi-fluorescence and photoactivation light can share the same path. The second

dichroic mirror is placed within the filter cube holder in the microscope body, and

reflects both 360nm UV photoactivation light and green 545nm Q-rhodamine excitation

light toward the specimen plane. Red 605nm emission light is transmitted.

The design presented here differs from those primarily in the choice of where the

photoactivation beam enters the microscope. In previous designs, photoactivation light

was transmitted into the microscope through a hole machined in the epi-fluorescence

tube; i.e., between the field diaphragm and before the epi-fluorescence filter cube.

Although this arrangement simplifies the optics – no slit focussing lenses are required —

the arrangement presented here allows for easier manipulation of microscope controls

by moving the photoactivation optics to behind the microscope.

In order to determine the position of the photoactivation beam in the specimen plane,

we took advantage of the fact that 360nm light is capable of fluorescently exciting tetra

methyl rhodamine. A uniformly coated sample slide was placed at the focal (specimen)

plane of the microscope, and irradiated with the photoactivation beam. This produced a

bright line of emitted fluorescence light, representing the shape and size of the slit

l _º

sº
º
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image. Imaging the refocused light from the slit in this way, we were able to finely

focus and position the slit image in the center of the field. The fact that photoactivation

and epi-fluorescence illumination can be performed without moving any components in

the optical path is an important design feature which avoids the problem of needing to

reposition the photoactivation beam after epi-fluorescence microscopy. By imaging the

slit image (produced by the illuminating the dye-coated slide) onto a standard video

camera and carefully recording the location of the slit on a video monitor (with a dry

erase marker), we could later position cells, imaged with phase contrast microscopy, in

the path of the photoactivation beam. Cells positioned in this manner were irradiated

for 200-800ms with the help of a timed electronic shutter (Uniblitz shutter and T132

controller; Vincent Associates, Rochester, NY). This results in rapid uncaging of Q

rhodamine molecules in the region of the beam.

Photobleaching Microscope

The same microscope used for photoactivation experiments was used to perform GFP

photobleaching experiments. The optical path for this microscope with photobleaching

modifications is presented in Figure 1C and D. Because the wavelength of

photobleaching and excitation light for epi-fluorescence are similar (by definition), and

the two light sources share the same entry point to the microscope (i.e., the epi

fluorescence port), we used a motorized flipper (New Focus, Santa Clara, CA) to move

a mirror in and out of the light path to accommodate the two sources. When the mirror

was in-place, GFP excitation light (produced by a standard Mercury arc lamp) was
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reflected into the microscope (Figure 1C). When flipped out of place, the light path

was clear for input of laser light under shutter control, Figure 1.D.

Whereas the photoactivation optics focused the real image of slit onto the specimen

plane, in the photobleaching setup presented here, a thin line of light was produced by

passing laser light through a cylindrical lens (see Figure 1D). An argon ion laser

(Model 5425, Ion Laser Technology), scavenged from a confocal microscope, was used

to produce a photobleaching mark. Light was passed through a 488mm bandpass filter

(Chroma Corp.), and demagnified 10-fold with a standard beam expander (Oriel Corp.).

We estimate total power delivered by the laser in the 488mm spectral region was about

1-2mV. The expanded beam was reflected through the center of the optical axis of the

microscope through the epi-fluorescence port using a beam steering assembly (Newport

Corp., Irvine, CA; http://www.newport.com). A cylindrical lens place after the beam

steering assembly was used to focus the light in one dimension such that a thin line of

light was focussed at the field diaphragm. Similarly to the photoactivation setup, light

is transmitted to the specimen plane by microscope optics, and demagnified by the

objective lens. We used a Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 1.40 N.A. lens, which afforded a

better N.A., but transmitted UV light and so was unsuitable for photoactivation

experiments. With this setup, a tightly focused line of 488mm light with a half-maximal

width of approximately 0.6plm was produced at the specimen plane.

Software

Software development for data acquisition, visualization and analysis formed a major

part of the work presented in Chapters 4 and 5. The major reason for this was that I had
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decided to use cooled CCD cameras in place of analogue technology for image

acquisition. Cooled CCD camera technology provides a wider linear range, and better

signal to noise ratio than the traditional analogue technologies which had been in wide

use in our lab and others up to this point. I anticipated a very limited signal from

photoactivation marks in thin filopodia, so this issue was of crucial importance. Unlike

analogue technologies, tools needed to be developed for automated data acquisition,

display and analysis. I follow with a description of programs written to address these

problems.

Animate

The capability to rapidly visualize timelapse sequences is of crucial importance in

assessing the qualitative outcome of a timelapse experiment. The Animate program

was written (in 1993) to address this need. Animate is a generic, extensible image file

import, display and conversion utility for Windows 3.x and up. This program allows

animation of image sequences, and comparison of movement between different

timelapse sequences, a capability often required when comparing multiple views of a

single cell, for example a phase-contrast as well as a fluorescence view of a photo

marked filopodium (see Chapter 4).

Although a number of image file viewers had been available publicly or commercially,

few were capable of correctly displaying the 16-bit grayscale data produced in scientific

experiments. Animate supports the ability to read or write from a variety of image data

formats, both popular and scientific. Scientific (16-bit) file formats currently supported

are the Princeton Instruments.spe files and an astronomy file format (used by some
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CCD camera manufacturers) called Flexible Image Transport System (FITS). The

ability to write images to popular image formats is also supported: tagged information

file format (TIFF), Windows bitmap (.bmp) as well as Windows audio-visual interleave

(AVI) format files can be written. A generic reader allows import of almost any multi

dimensional image data format, given user-defined parameters describing the data. The

generic reader is used if cannot be read by any of the specialized readers. The

capability to read scientific image data and write to popular image formats has found

use in our lab in the presentation of still-images in publications as well as animated

sequences on the web.

Animate has been posted at a number of public domain web-sites, and surprisingly has

found use in a wide variety of Scientific applications, including crop research, weather

analysis and astronomy. Animate can be found at http://www.winsite.com/info/pc/

win3/util/anmt 11.2ip. A detailed on-line help file is available through the Animate Help

ITICInu.

At the heart of Animate's design is a generic image file format reader which is extended

through the use of specialized “converter” dynamic link libraries (DLLs). Details of

rescaling 16-bit data to 8-bit format and resizing images are handled by the Animate

program itself. Each library contains the only the specialized functionality required to

read (or write) a specific file type. This means that very little additional code needs to

be written for each converter DLL. The code required to implement a single converter

DLL can be as little as 30 uncondensed lines of C-code. A document describing how to

create converter DLLs is included with the Animate shareware package.
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PHATLapse

Digital timelapse data acquisition requires the coordination of different devices with a

camera. Typically, shutters, filter wheels, motors or other control or data acquisition

devices may need to be controlled in the course of an experiment. In timelapse

microscopy and in many experimental setups, the basic functionality of a wide range of

hardware components need to be integrated in a specific sequence to achieve an

experimental goal.

Computers provide a means of automating the function of separate devices. However,

in the past, achieving this goal has often meant the tedious re-writing of software

components, or, at best, the recompiling and linking together of disparate pieces of

source code. Often, this has been difficult or impossible because of the inherent

complexity of getting numerous disparate software components to work together or the

unwillingness of vendors to supply source code or functionality in the form of libraries.

In the past five years, the growth of component or “middle-ware” technology for re-use

of binary software components has opened the door to extremely flexible re-use of

software from multiple different sources. A high degree of flexibility in the control of

software components is crucial to the successful implementation of many experimental

setups which rely on multiple separate devices, often only available from separate

vendors. Here, I describe the use of a particular software re-use strategy to solve

problems of automated timelapse microscopy. I anticipate that the fundamental

software technologies used here will be of general use in the development of software

for automated scientific data collection and process control.
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Figure 2 – The PHATLapse User Interface
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The PHATLapse (PHoto Activation Technique) system is a suite of software programs

that I developed which is comprised of a user-interface for rapid timelapse experiment

creation, a set of analysis tools and a device control driver library. The PHATLapse

user interface automates the display and acquisition software, called WinWiew32,

provided by Princeton Instruments, a CCD camera manufacturer. Figure 2 shows a

screen shot of the main user-interface of PHATLapse. An on-line help file, available

under the “Help” menu, as well as context-sensitive “pop-up” help provides a
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description of the software at the user level. Here, I focus on the components and

overall design of the PHATLapse system.

PHATLapse was implemented using a technology which allows efficient re-use of

binary (i.e., compiled and linked) components. This was done through the Microsoft

Component Object Model (COM). COM allows software components created by one

vendor to be re-used by clients without the need of providing extensive header files or

source code. Traditionally, software authors have been extremely reluctant to provide

source code to clients for many reasons, including protection of trade secrets, control of

source code as well as the problem of having to deal with technical support problems

due to multiple versions of software generated by the client community.

Binary object re-use schemes like Microsoft's COM and the Object Management

Group's Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) provide an

architecture by which software authors can safely export the functionality of their

software – whether it resides in executable or dynamic link library format — for use by

clients. COM and CORBA stand between the Server and client and facilitate

communication between the two. For this reason, COM and CORBA are referred to as

“middle-ware”. In each scheme, this is achieved by allowing software components

(“servers”) to export defined “interfaces”, essentially, collections of functions which

represent a means of accessing and manipulating an underlying “object” within the

vendor's original code. The server publishes the objects and interfaces it supports

through the use of unique identifiers, which are added to a list maintained by the

middle-ware architecture. Later, client software can request access to an object and its
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interfaces through function calls made through the middle-ware architecture. After

receiving access, the client is able to make function calls into the code within the server

software. The middle-ware architecture handles all the work required for allowing the

client software to pass parameters to and receive parameters from the server. Because

all function calls go through the middle-ware management layer, function calls can pass

between software components contained in the same process, in different processes or

on different computers. The abstraction layer renders this whole process seamless to

both server and client. The reader is referred to Kraig Brockschmidt’s Inside Ole

(Microsoft Press) for a detailed discussion of the Microsoft COM architecture.

Princeton Instruments’ WinWiew camera control and image display software provides a

minimal amount of functionality required for simple image acquisition and

manipulation. Because WinWiew exposes much of its functionality through the COM

architecture, it is possible to use these existing high-performance acquisition and

display routines for timelapse experiments. Because this software package specializes

in core functionality with which the company has considerable expertise, this package

exhibited speed and reliability far to the handful of integrated solutions available at the

time. An additional advantage of this package was the price (free), compared to other

packages (~$25,000).

The PHATLapse system is composed of numerous individual software components, and

is contained in an installation package available at the Mitchison Lab web site

(www.skye.med.harvard.edu). PHATLapse.exe provides a user-interface for rapid

creation of multi-wavelength three-dimensional timelapse experiments (Figure 2). This

|
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component was written in Visual Basic, and uses COM to access WinWiew32

functionality. A lower layer written using Visual C++, contained in

PHATControl.DLL, handles communication with devices such as filterwheels, Z-focus

stepper motors, shutters and the motorized flipper (described above under

Photobleaching Microscope).

Another set of utility components is also included in the package. Several components,

easily accessed via a custom toolbar in WinWiew32, provide analysis tools (line and

point tracing, image projection, montages). A conversion utility (Spe■ oR3d) added the

capability to automatically convert batches of three-dimensional data files to the R3d

format used by Applied Precision's DeltaVision software. Conversion of data to R3d

format enabled me to take advantage of the DeltaVision three-dimensional

deconvolution of algorithms. Deconvolution was used to process data acquired from

spindle marking experiments (Chapter 5).

The PHATControl.DLL device layer was written as a framework which allows easy

addition of new devices to the PHATLapse system. Each type of devices accessible

through PHATControl.dll is represented by a specific COM interface, allowing easy re

use of this functionality. Each COM interface was tailored to allow simple, intuitive

use of the underlying hardware without knowledge of the details of implementation.

For example, the Shutter interface contains “Open”, “Close” and “Expose” functions,

and the Motor interface has functions for setting the “Target” location, the current

“Position” and for telling the motor to “Go” to the target.
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The design allows for numerous different hardware implementations for each device

type. Each actual device is given a specific name, usually reflecting its function, for

example “EPI” for the epi-fluorescence shutter. This device name is used to store

configuration information for the device which associates specific software code and

data that uniquely identifies a particular hardware device. For example, the name “EPI”

identifies the control code for “TTL” type shutters and data holds values for which port

and bit should be used (e.g., port 0x378, bit 1). Numerous different types of shutters

can be accessed through the Shutter interface by specifying different names. Similarly,

different hardware implementations exist for motors and filterwheels. Thus, it is

possible to change the specific implementation at the hardware level without changing

the underlying code. This arrangement allows flexibility in configuring systems with

different hardware requirements.
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Chapter 4

Extension and Retraction of Filopodia Is
Controlled by Regulated Actin Filament

Assembly at Filopodia Tips
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Summary
The extension and retraction of filopodia is thought to be an important initial step that

determines the direction of growth cone advance. We sought to understand the dynamic

behavior of the actin cytoskeleton in extending or retracting growth cone filopodia by

observing the movement of fiduciary marks produced by photoactivation of fluorescence

or photobleaching. The results of these experiments demonstrate that actin assembly and

actin retrograde flow rates can vary both spatially within a growth cone and temporally

within an individual filopodium as it changes direction of movement. In the majority of

cases, extension and retraction of filopodia correlate with increases and decreases in the

rate of actin filament assembly, respectively. These results show that control of actin

filament assembly at filopodium tips is an important determinant of growth cone

motility.

Introduction

Wiring of the nervous system depends on the correct navigation of nerve growth cones

along stereotyped pathways during development. Filopodia are slender protrusions of

the actin cytoskeleton present in the periphery of nerve growth cones, which have been

implicated in growth cone pathfinding. Here, we sought to understand the underlying

cytoskeletal mechanisms that regulate filopodial movement by studying cytoskeletal

dynamics during extension and retraction of filopodia.

Filopodial extension and retraction are initial events in the steering of growth cones

(Bentley and Toroian-Raymond, 1986; Fan and Raper, 1995; O'Connor et al., 1990;

Zheng et al., 1996; Zheng et al., 1996). Growth cones approaching well characterized
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turning points generate a dense array of filopodia, and as the growth cone reaches the

turning point, filopodia often become enriched in the regions of future growth cone

advance, and retract from regions from which the growth cone eventually turns away

(Keshishian and Bentley, 1983). Disruption of filopodia in growth cones advancing in

situ along stereotyped trajectories or in response to a chemotactic gradient results in loss

of directed motility (Bentley, 1986; Chien et al., 1993; Zheng et al., 1996). In vitro

studies have shown that growth cones subjected to gradients of chemoattractants extend

filopodia towards the source prior to movement of the growth cone body in the same

direction (Gundersen and Barrett, 1980; Lohof et al., 1992; Zheng et al., 1996).

Conversely, local application of chemorepulsive agents results in rapid retraction of

nearby filopodia followed by growth cone turning away from the point of application

(Fan and Raper, 1995). Understanding the mechanisms by which filopodia extend and

retract is thus an important step for explaining how the many extracellular guidance cues

are integrated to guide a growth cone in a particular direction, and ultimately for

understanding neural development.

The behavior of filopodia is thought to be determined by movement of the underlying

actin cytoskeleton. Typical filopodia are comprised of a bundle of 15-20 actin filaments

oriented with their barbed (fast-growing) ends toward the filopodium tip (Lewis and

Bridgman, 1992). These actin filament bundles extend well into the body of the growth

cone. Evidence accumulated from a variety of cell types has shown that actin monomers

polymerize into filaments near the leading edge membrane (Symons and Mitchison,

1991), and that these filaments are transported backwards over time (Forscher and
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Smith, 1988; Okabe and Hirokawa, 1991; Theriot and Mitchison, 1991; Theriot and

Mitchison, 1992; Wang, 1985; Waterman-Storer and Salmon, 1997); for a review, see

(Welch et al., 1997). Actin filaments comprise the bulk of the cytoplasm underlying the

filopodium. Osmotic swelling has been invoked to account for extension of other

leading-edge structures such as lamellipodia and pseudopodia (Condeelis et al., 1988;

Oster and Perelson, 1987). However, these mechanisms are unlikely to account for the

movement of filopodia (Bray et al., 1991). It is therefore likely that dynamics of the

actin cytoskeleton itself govern movement of the filopodial tip.

Determining what, at the level of the cytoskeleton, governs filopodium extension and

retraction implicitly addresses two separate questions: (1) what provides the force for

filopodium movement and (2) what activities are regulated to produce different

movements? Here, we address the second question and ask which cytoskeletal

parameters determine the direction of filopodial movement. There is currently much

interest in how extracellular guidance cues regulate growth cones via signaling

pathways. We hope to discover which activities of the actin cytoskeleton are likely

targets for such regulation.

Numerous models can account for how changes in filopodial motility are related to

changes in the underlying cytoskeleton. The fact that actin polymerizes at the leading

edge membrane and flows away from it has raised the possibility that these two

parameters may be regulated (Forscher and Smith, 1988; Mitchison and Kirschner,

1988; Okabe and Hirokawa, 1991). Other investigations have suggested that a

contractile activity exists in filopodia (Heidemann et al., 1990). Less likely models can
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also be considered, for example, forward sliding of actin filaments during bouts of rapid

filopodial elongation. Studies of collapsin activity on growth cones have presented some

indirect evidence that suggests that leading edge retraction is accompanied by actin

depolymerization (Fan et al., 1993).

The elegant studies of Aplysia growth cones by Forscher and colleagues have provided

compelling evidence for a dominant role for retrograde flow in growth cone motility.

For example, inhibition of flow with myosin inhibitors or local increases in adhesion

inhibits extension (Lin and Forscher, 1993; Suter et al., 1998). These studies have lead

to the molecular clutch model which states that constant actin polymerization at the

leading edge provides force for extension, and regulation of the retrograde flow rate

determines rate and direction of advance (Figure 8B). There was no evidence that actin

filament assembly was regulated in these studies. In these experiments, neurons are

grown on highly adhesive substrates and develop large fan shaped growth cones

dominated by slow, evenly extending lamellipodia. This contrasts with growth cones

grown on other substrates in vitro and most examples of growth cones imaged in

embryos (refs – what about fasciculation?) which contain many long filopodia that

exhibit apparently random, independent behavior (refs).

In order to understand how movement of the actin cytoskeleton is related to extension

and retraction of filopodia, we observed movement of filopodium tips and marks

produced on the actin cytoskeleton by combining standard phase microscopy and two

complementary photo-marking technologies: photoactivation of fluorescence

(Mitchison, 1989; Mitchison et al., 1998), and photobleaching (Wang, 1987) (See
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Methods). For photoactivation we used a new caged fluorochrome that photolyzes to a

rhodamine, taking advantage of the Superior photostability of rhodamines over

fluorescein and resorufin, fluorochromes used in previous experiments (Mitchison, 1989;

Theriot and Mitchison, 1991). For photobleaching experiments, we used a green

fluorescent protein (GFP)-actin fusion construct.

We present results that support roles for both actin polymerization and retrograde flow in

the regulation of filopodium tip movement. These parameters can vary temporally

within a single filopodium and spatially within single growth cones. Furthermore, we

demonstrate that switches in filopodium tip movement are predominantly correlated with

corresponding changes in actin filament assembly rate. We demonstrate that regulation

of actin assembly at the filopodium tip is a key determinant of filopodium behavior. We

propose that this parameter, and retrograde flow, are both regulated on a filopodium by

filopodium basis, to control growth cone direction.

Results

Actin assembly at the tip and retrograde flow of filaments

Figure 1A shows a growth cone of an NG108 mouse neuroblastoma cell that has been

microinjected with caged Q-rhodamine-derivatized actin. Cells were grown on a

commercially available mixture of basal lamina components, which mimics the

extracellular environment that growth cones encounter in vivo during development.

After 30 minutes the rhodamine-derivatized actin had incorporated into existing

cytoskeletal structures and a fluorescent mark was made on the actin filaments near the

tips of filopodia by brief irradiation with a bar of 360nm light. This allowed us to track
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the movement of a population of actin filaments over time in single filopodia (Figure

1B). In photobleaching experiments, NG108 cells were transfected with a plasmid

expressing a GFP-actin chimera which has been shown to incorporate into the actin

cytoskeleton (Choidas et al., 1998) Photobleaching also allowed us to track movement

of actin filaments over time (Figure 1C and D).

Figure 1B shows that a photoactivation mark made at the tip of a filopodium maintains a

constant intensity as it moves backwards, indicating that labeled actin molecules present

at the filopodium tip at the time of marking were incorporated into the cytoskeleton,

consistent with the well-established view that actin monomers polymerize at the leading

edge membrane.

Marks made using photoactivation and photobleaching techniques were qualitatively and

quantitatively similar in terms of their direction and rate of movement. In both cases,

behavior of marked filopodia, as observed by phase contrast microscopy, was similar to

that of filopodia in untreated cells as well as unmarked filopodia in the same cell. Thus,

both techniques appear to provide a non-perturbing probe of cytoskeletal dynamics.

Where our results or conclusions apply equally to photoactivation or photobleaching

experiments, we use the term “mark” to refer to both types of mark interchangeably.

Photobleaching experiments were technically easier, since they did not require

microinjection, whereas photoactivation experiments allowed us to track movements of

actin filaments from filopodial tips deep into the growth cone as well as assay the rate of

actin filament turn-over.
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Our initial observations confirm and extend the results of other investigators who have

studied the behavior of actin filaments in leading edge structures (Forscher and Smith,

1988; Lin et al., 1997; Okabe and Hirokawa, 1991; Theriot and Mitchison, 1991; Theriot

and Mitchison, 1992; Wang, 1985; Wang, 1987). Marks made at or near filopodium tips

moved backwards at rates ranging from –3.3 pum/min to Opum/min; measurements of

mark and tip movement are made with respect to the direction of filopodium extension,

so positive values indicate forwards movement and negative values indicate backwards

(retrograde) movement. We never observed forward movement of marks made at

filopodial tips (n=75). We also never observed splitting or broadening of marks,

suggesting that the actin filaments in filopodial bundles are transported rearward as a

single unit. If a small fraction of actin filaments move at a different speed, they would

have to comprise less than 15% of total actin, or else not exchange with injected or

expressed actin over the time course of our experiments.

Retrograde flow and cytoskeleton assembly rates determined from experimental
parameters

We sought to address the extent to which assembly of the cytoskeleton or retrograde

flow controls the rate and direction of filopodium tips. Retrograde flow rate and

filopodium tip velocity can be determined directly by measuring the changing positions

of the photo-mark and filopodium tip, as a function of time with respect to the substrate.

Because we know that the filopodial actin bundle terminates at the filopodium tip

(Figure 1E and F) (Lewis and Bridgman, 1992), we determined the rate of elongation of

the cytoskeleton by measuring the changing distance between the filopodium tip and the

photo-mark. In discussing the following results, we refer to this parameter as the
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cytoskeleton assembly rate. Since actin filaments in filopodia are thought to be long,

most of this assembly presumably occurs by polymerization onto the barbed end of pre

existing filaments at the filopodium tip. However, the relative contribution of alternative

mechanisms of cytoskeletal elongation, such as nucleation of new filaments, cannot be

addressed by our methods.

Directional switching of filopodia due to changes in actin dynamics
Of the 75 filopodia observed in photo-marking experiments, 11 extending filopodia

switched to either stationary (n=3) or retracting (n=8), 2 stationary filopodia switched to

either extending (n=1) or retracting (n=1), and 6 retracting filopodia switched to

extending (n=4) or stationary (n=2). Of these, we asked how the rates of cytoskeleton

assembly or retrograde flow changed from one phase of movement to another. Because

movement of the tip is the sum of these two opposing movements, at least one of these

two parameters must change when a filopodium tip switches its phase of movement

(Figure 2Figure 3).

Figure 2A shows an example when a filopodium switched from extension to retraction

and then to stationary behavior. In this case, the rate of retrograde flow was constant,

and the changes in tip velocity are due to changes in cytoskeleton assembly rate. This

type of regulation was observed most frequently (n=14).

We also found a smaller number of examples in which switches in retrograde flow alone

(Figure 3, n=2), or both parameters (n=3) contributed to a switch in filopodium tip

movement. In Figure 3, a filopodium transitions from a stationary to a retracting phase
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of movement. Here, switches in movement of the tip (blue lines, Figure 3A) coincide

with changes in the rate of retrograde flow (dark lines). The plot in Figure 3B confirms

that the rate of cytoskeleton assembly remains relatively constant over the course of the

experiment.

In other experiments, we were surprised to find that assembly and flow rates varied in

equal and opposite directions, resulting in little change in the rate of filopodial

movement (Figure 4). These results show that assembly and retrograde flow rates can

vary independently of each other (n=2).

Actin assembly rate is the predominant determinant of filopodial movement
The results presented above demonstrate that retrograde flow and cytoskeleton assembly

rates can vary within a single filopodia over time, and that the two parameters can be

regulated independently. However, the cases where the filopodia tip switched from one

consistent direction of movement to another during the experiment represent only a

small subset (n=19) of the results obtained by photomarking experiments (n=75). In

many experiments, the filopodium moved at a constant rate. We sought an analysis

method to summarize the contribution of assembly and flow rates to the magnitude and

direction of filopodium tip movement for all our experiments. In Figure 5 we group our

data by filopodia tip velocities and calculate average assembly and flow rates for each

group (Figure 5). To do this, we determined the rates of tip movement, cytoskeleton

assembly and retrograde flow between each measured time point for a filopodium, and

grouped them based on the rate of tip movement during that period: fast extending, fast

retracting, slow extending, slow retracting and stationary (Figure 5, legend). In this way,
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different periods of movement of a single filopodium might contribute to several

different categories. The data for all filopodia were pooled, and the average

cytoskeleton assembly rate and average retrograde flow rate could be determined for

each rate of filopodium tip movement.

Figure 5 represents a total of 587 individual time point measurements taken from 75

separate filopodia from 18 different cells. Fourteen of these cells were Q-rhodamine

photoactivation experiments and the remaining four were GFP-photobleaching

experiments. We were unable to detect differences between these two groups of data

when they were examined separately.

The result of this analysis is that a linear relationship can be discerned between average

actin assembly rate and tip velocity. In contrast, average flow rate was relatively

constant for different tip velocities. The only exception was a significant decrease in

flow rate in rapidly retracting filopodia. This indicates that, on average for the data

collected in this study, in retracting filopodia we observed little or no actin assembly and

in rapidly extending filopodia we observed larger actin assembly rates. Conversely,

average retrograde flow rates for extending, retracting and stationary on filopodia were

similar. These results do not rule out the possibility that under different conditions,

regulation of actin retrograde flow may play an important role in regulating filopodial

movement, as in Figure 4 and other published work (Lin and Forscher, 1993; Suter et al.,

1998). But under our conditions, most of the variations in filopodial motility could be

attributed to differences in actin assembly rates, contrary to the clutching control model.
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We occasionally observed small decreases in the distance between the mark and the

filopodium tip for rapidly retracting filopodia, as is apparent from Figure 5. This may

indicate the occurrence of severing or depolymerization, in rapidly retracting filopodia.

However, close examination of individual sequences were ambiguous with respect to

this point. A different study is required to address whether actin filament disassembly

occurs at filopodium tips, for example in response to collapsing factors (Fan and Raper,

1995; Luo et al., 1993).

The rate of actin assembly and retrograde flow varies within a single growth cone
Growth cone turning requires differential regulation of motile or adhesive activities

across a single growth cone. We sought to determine whether cytoskeleton assembly

and retrograde flow could be regulated differently within a single growth cone. In order

to do this, we determined positions of the marks and tips and the mark-tip distance for

individual filopodia in a single growth cone for several minutes after creating a mark.

From these measurements, we determined rates of cytoskeleton assembly and retrograde

flow for each filopodium by linear regression analysis.

Figure 6 shows time-lapse images of a growth cone in which several filopodia were

marked simultaneously. Visual inspection of this sequence graphically demonstrates

that retrograde flow rates vary between different filopodial bundles; marks on filopodia

at the lower edge of the growth cone have moved a shorter distance than the marks

above them (arrowheads, Figure 6A, middle column, 10min). Similarly, filopodia

change in distance between mark and tip vary between different filopodia, indicating
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different rates of cytoskeleton assembly; compare marks on filopodia 8 and 13 at t=0 and

4 minutes (Figure 6A).

We determined assembly and flow rates for 13 filopodia in this growth cone, labeled in

Figure 6A, t-0, right column. The bar chart in Figure 6B compares assembly and flow

rates for individual filopodia. Cytoskeleton assembly rate varied between .34pum/min

and 1.77pum/min (compare filopodium 1 and 8, Figure 6B), the average rate of assembly

being 1.0pum/min. Retrograde flow rates varied between –0.08pum/min and —

0.90pum/min in this growth cone (compare filopodium 1 with filopodium 7, Figure 6B).

The average flow rate was –0.63pm/min. We performed a similar analysis on 6 other

cells in which we had created marks on multiple filopodia, and each of these showed

variable flow and assembly rates across the growth cone.

Filopodial actin bundles are unusually stable
One striking feature of our data that is readily apparent in Figure 6A is the long lifetime

of photoactivation marks in filopodia. The remarkable stability of filaments in these

bundles allowed us to observe the rearward transport of filaments deep into the growth

cone body where they coalesced with filaments from other bundles (arrows, Figure 6,

middle column, 45 minutes). Marks made on actin filaments near the filopodium tips

were visible 45 minutes later as they were transported deep into the growth cone (middle

panel, 45°, arrow 1). Photobleaching of the photoactivation mark due to epi- º

fluorescence illumination was estimated to be less than 1% over the course of the

experiment, therefore we attribute loss of fluorescence in these experiments to free º -
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diffusion of fluorescent actin subunits away from the marked site, either due to

depolymerization or filament severing. We estimated the half-life of actin filaments in

these bundles to be 25 minutes. This contrasts sharply with actin filaments in

lamellipodia which typically display a half-life on the order of 2-3 minutes. On a few

occasions, we were able to generate marks made on rare fan-shaped lamellipodial

structures in NG108 cells that did not contain filopodia or their associated actin filament

bundles (Figure 7). Actin filament turnover rates were determined to be 2-3 minutes -

similar to lamellipodia in other cell types, but distinctly different from filopodial bundles

(Theriot and Mitchison, 1991; Theriot and Mitchison, 1992).

Discussion

Our results suggest a model for extension and retraction of the filopodium tip in which

two opposing movements of the underlying cytoskeleton, assembly at the tip and

retrograde flow of the cytoskeleton away from the tip, are independently regulated.

Movement of the filopodium tip is the sum of these two opposing cytoskeletal

movements (Figure 8). Because assembly and flow could be regulated by distinct

agents, this model allows for considerable flexibility in control by signaling and

adhesion. Assembly-based regulation is likely regulated by molecules which affect the

rate of actin polymerization, such as actin nucleation factors, barbed end cappers,

polymerization factors, or actin monomer sequestering agents. Regulation of motility by

retrograde flow, conversely, implicates molecules that couple the cytoskeleton to the

substrate or control of the motor(s) which cause flow [Lin, 1997 #6]. We speculate that

during a growth cone turning event, extracellular guidance cues regulate actin filament
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assembly and retrograde flow in a coordinated manner so as to effect directed

movement.

Figure 8 cartoons two models for how filopodium extension/retraction might be

controlled. Figure 8A shows a model in which flow is constant, and assembly is subject

to regulation, presumably by actin capping or polymerization factors. Figure 8B

diagrams the alternative: assembly is constant, and flow is regulated. This is essentially

the result obtained by Forscher when flow was regulated either by adhesive interactions

(Suter et al., 1998) or by artificially inhibiting myosin activity (Lin et al., 1997). We

observed both types of regulation, in some cases concurrently in the same filopodium.

However on average (see Figure 5) we found that regulation of assembly is the dominant

influence. It is not clear whether flow regulation or assembly regulation will dominate in

physiological pathfinding in vivo. Most likely both will play critical roles, with their

relative importance varying according the specific situation.

There is now great interest in the mechanisms by which signaling pathways influence

growth cone motility. Our experiments suggest that it will be valuable to determine

whether the target of a specific signaling pathway is flow regulation or polymerization

regulation. Although we lack data on this point, we speculate that pathways operating

through cell adhesion molecules and the small GTPase rho might primarily regulate

flow: a CAM interaction was shown to regulate flow (Suter et al., 1998) and rho might

regulate flow through its known ability to regulate myosin activity (Amano et al., 1998;

Kimura et al., 1996). Conversely pathways operating through cqc42 and rac might

converge primarily on assembly control since these two molecules are known to regulate
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actin polymerization in leading edge structures (Tapon and Hall, 1997). Cdc42 is known

to induce filopodia (Jones et al., 1998), making its especially relevant to our work. A

key unknown about cdc42, however, is whether activating it promotes de novo

formation of filopodia, which we have not studied in this paper, or filopodium extension

by actin assembly (or both).

Filopodia as sensory-mechanical microdomains

Filopodia have long been suggested to play a crucial sensory-mechanical role during

axon outgrowth (Davenport et al., 1993). Because of their slender extended shape, it

has been hypothesized that filopodia enable the growth cone to sample a wider region of

the extracellular environment. Filopodia possess the capacity for detecting signals, and

responding to them through local mechanical changes (Davenport et al., 1993).

A prediction made by this hypothesis is that mechanical parameters of the underlying

cytoskeleton should also exhibit spatially localized variability. A striking example of

highly localized variable polymerization is apparent in Figure 2A. Although the large

filopodium tracked in this example (blue lines, right column) extends between t=0 and 2

minutes, a second smaller filopodium which branches off of the main one (arrows,

Figure 2A, left column) retracts during this time. The retrograde flow rate is the same

for both filopodia, therefore the difference between their motion is due to the difference

in the filament assembly rate. This observation, along with Figure 6, suggests precise

spatial regulation of actin polymerization, and raises the possibility of regulatory control

mechanisms present at the filopodium tip. One intriguing piece of evidence supporting
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this view is the finding that stationary and extending filopodia are differentiated by the

presence of a phosphotyrosine epitope at their tips (Wu and Goldberg, 1993)

Another aspect of the microdomain hypothesis discussed above is that variations in the

extracellular environment are transmitted through filopodia and integrated at the growth

cone body to result in turning. One possibility is that actin bundles in filopodia transmit

mechanical tension to the growth cone body (Heidemann et al., 1990; Lamoureux et al.,

1989).

Figure 6 demonstrates that actin filament bundles of separate filopodia flow together in

the growth cone body. This was a common observation in our experiments. Marks were

never observed to cross paths, and when they did flow together, they always traveled at

the same rate; no shearing of such compound marks was ever observed. These results

suggest that actin filament bundles in filopodia tightly adhere to one another in the

growth cone body. Thus, mechanical tension generated in one filopodial bundle could

effect the behavior of other bundles through these interactions in the growth cone body.

For example, decreased retrograde flow rate of a single filopodial bundle, due to

increased substrate coupling, could slow the overall retrograde flow rate of other

filopodial bundles with which it interacts, and in this way effect the behavior of other

nearby filopodial tips. In fact, Figure 6B demonstrates that although retrograde flow

rates vary throughout the growth cone, filopodia in nearby regions exhibit similar rates

of flow.
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A model for growth cone turning

Growth cones encountering gradients of diffusible or substrate-bound guidance cues in

vivo and in vitrogenerate asymmetric distributions of filopodia (Keshishian and Bentley,

1983; Zheng et al., 1996). Filopodia extend towards attractive guidance cues and retract

from repulsive cues, resulting in asymmetric distributions of filopodia, prior to turning

of the growth cone body, suggesting that filopodial extension and retraction are required

for growth cone turning (Gundersen and Barrett, 1980; Zheng et al., 1994; Zheng et al.,

1996). In support of this notion, artificially generated filopodial asymmetry by

mechanical pruning results in turning of growth cones away from the pruned region.

Furthermore, pharmacological disruption of filopodia in vivo results in growth cone

navigation errors (Bentley, 1986; Chien et al., 1993). These results show that extension

of filopodia in the direction of growth cone advance and retraction of filopodia from

regions from which a growth cone turns away are initial required steps for growth cone

navigation.

Our results demonstrate that whether a filopodium extends or retracts is primarily due to

changes in the rate of actin filament assembly at the filopodium tip (Figure 5). We have

also shown that rates of actin assembly may vary for different filopodia within a single

growth cone (Figure 6). Thus, our results suggest the model presented in Figure 9 in

which guidance factors induce asymmetric actin filament assembly across a growth

cone, resulting in growth cone turning. In Figure 9A, an external attractive guidance cue

selectively stimulates actin polymerization on one side of the growth cone, resulting in

an increase in length and number of filopodia on that side (see figure legend), and

eventual turning of the growth cone in that direction. Conversely, in Figure 9B, a
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repulsive cue results in inhibition of actin polymerization on one side of a growth cone,

resulting in turning away from that side.

It has been argued that filopodia play an important mechanical role, allowing the growth

cone body to pull itself over the substrate (Heidemann et al., 1990; Lamoureux et al.,

1989; Lewis and Bridgman, 1992). We speculate that asymmetric extension or

retraction of filopodia influences navigation by determining on which side of a growth

cone force can be generated for forward advance. This differs from the molecular clutch

model in which local changes in substrate coupling of a symmetrically distributed actin

cytoskeleton results in turning (Suter et al., 1998). Alternatively, asymmetric growth of

filopodia could result in turning because of asymmetric adhesion of the growth cone to

the extracellular environment.

The cytoskeleton as a signal integration point

Numerous studies of axonal development demonstrate that different growth cones

advancing through the same environment follow different trajectories (Bolz et al., 1996;

Cox et al., 1990; Raper et al., 1983; Sretavan and Reichardt, 1993). One explanation for

what underlies these different responses is that neurons possess differences at the level

of signal transduction pathway components (Gallo and Letourneau, 1998; Klostermann

and Bonhoeffer, 1996; Song et al., 1997). The data presented here suggests that at least

two independent activities — assembly and flow — act as growth cone steering

mechanisms. This suggests that different signaling pathways could activate one or the

other of these mechanisms to cause differential response of neurons to an extracellular

cue. Alternatively, such differences could be expressed at the level of cytoskeleton
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components. For example, the presence or absence of an actin binding protein that

regulates actin polymerization, could in principle, alter the overall response of a growth

as it encounters a substrate boundary or molecular gradient.

Conclusion

We regard the results presented here as a preliminary description of growth cone motility

in which regulated actin polymerization and retrograde flow contribute to produce

movement. Clearly, new experiments will be required to test the hypotheses proposed

here. We anticipate that development of new assays which can test actin dynamics

during guidance-cue directed turning events will allow us to distinguish which of the

mechanisms is actually triggered by specific molecules implicated in growth cone

guidance.
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Materials and Methods

Tissue culture and transfection

NG108-15 cells (generous gifts of Dr. David Julius and Dr. Neil Smalheiser) were

cultured in Gibco DME H21 cell culture media supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum,

penicillin/streptomycin, and 1X H.A.T. media at 37C and 5% CO2. Four to five days

prior to microinjection, the media was supplemented with 1 mM dibutyrl cyclic AMP, an

agent which has been demonstrated to induce formation of axons and growth cones in

these cells (Furuya and Furuya, 1983). In preparation for microinjection, cells were

briefly trypsinized (0.05% in 1mM EDTA) and replated on FisherBrand a 25mm circular

glass coverslip attached to the bottoms of a 35mm tissue culture dish (FisherBrand) in

which we had drilled a hole. These coverslips were precoated with poly-D-lysine

beforehand, and coated with matrigel (a mixture of extracellular matrix proteins,

primarily collagen and laminin) just prior to plating cells, essentially as described

(Tanaka and Kirschner, 1991). Cells were transferred to coverslips 24–48 hours prior to

microinjection and incubated in 1 mL of essentially identical media, prepared without

phenol red, an agent that we found caused significant background fluorescence. One

half hour before microinjection, the media was supplemented with 25mm tissue culture

grade sodium-HEPES, pH 7.4. When transferred to the microscope for visualization

(see below), 35mm culture dishes were placed in a water-heated custom-machined

chamber, maintained at 38C, similar to one described previously (Tanaka and Kirschner,

1991). We estimate that the temperature near the cells was close to 30C, due to loss of

heat through contact with the microscope objective.
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Transfection of GFP-actin

Gerrard Marriot generously provided us with a plasmid encoding Dictyostelium

discoideum actin attached at the C-terminal via a 14 amino acid linker to the Clontech

(Palo Alto, CA; http://gfp.clontech.com) enhanced brightness variant of GFP, EGFP-C2.

The cells were transfected using a standard calcium-phosphate method (Maniatis et al.,

1989).

Microinjection of caged Q-Rhodamine Actin

Microinjection was performed using a Narishige micromanipulator (Narishige Co,

Tokyo, Japan). Glass microinjection needles were prepared by pulling FHC borosil

1.2mm capillary tubing (FHC, Brunswick, ME, #30-31-0) with Sutter Flaming-Brown

type P-97 micropipette puller (Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA; http://www.sutter.com/).

Caged Q-rhodamine derivatized actin was prepared by reacting an iodoacetate derivative

of caged Q-rhodamine with purified rabbit skeletal muscle, as described (Mitchison et

al., 1998), and stored at 4-5 mg/mL in G-Buffer (5mm Tris HCl, pH 8.0, 0.2m.M CaCl2,

1 mM ATP, 5m M Glutathione) in 5pull aliquots at -80C. This actin derivative has been

shown to form filaments in vitro and to localize to actin-containing structures in cells

((Mitchison et al., 1998), unpublished results). Caged Q-rhodamine actin was diluted

two-fold with a solution of Cy5-conjugated dextran in G-Buffer. Co-injection of Cy5

dextran simplified identification of successfully injected cells. The Q-rhodamine actin -

Cy5 solution was spun at 14K for 15 minutes at 4C in an Eppendorf microcentrifuge

prior to injection. After this, the solution was maintained at 0C and backloaded into

microinjection needles using hand-pulled Fisherbrand 201D borosilicate micropipettes

(Fisher 21-164-2D) immediately prior to microinjection. Cells were allowed to recover
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for 30 minutes during which time the derivatized actin had incorporated into the

cytoskeleton (data not shown).

Photoactivation Microscope

A Zeiss Axiovert inverted microscope was modified to produce photoactivation and

photobleaching marks. Mercury arc lamp was used to generate 360nm light for

photoactivation experiments, and an argon ion laser was used to generate 488mm light

for GFP photobleaching experiments. Descriptions of photoactivation microscopes have

been published elsewhere (Mitchison et al., 1998). An extensive description and

comparison of both the photoactivation and photobleaching microscopes is presented at

our web-site, http://skye.med.harvard.edu/mitchi.html.

Photobleaching Microscope

The same microscope used for photoactivation experiments was used to perform GFP

photobleaching experiments. An argon ion laser (Model 5425, Ion Laser Technology),

scavenged from a confocal microscope, was used to produce a photobleaching mark.

Light was passed through a 488mm bandpass filter (Chroma Corp.), and demagnified 10

fold with a standard beam expander (Oriel Corp.). We estimate total power delivered by

the laser in the 488nm spectral region was about 1-2mV. The expanded beam was

reflected through the center of the optical axis of the microscope through the epi

fluorescence port using a beam steering assembly (Newport Corp., Irvine, CA;

http://www.newport.com). A cylindrical lens place after the beam steering assembly

was used to focus the light in one dimension such that a thin line of light was focussed at

the field diaphragm. Similarly to the photoactivation setup, light is transmitted to the
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Specimen plane by microscope optics, and demagnified by the objective lens. We used a

Zeiss Plan-Apochromat 1.40 N.A. lens, which afforded a better N.A., but transmitted

UV light and so was unsuitable for photoactivation experiments. With this setup, a

tightly focused line of 488nm light with a half-maximal width of approximately 0.6pm

was produced at the specimen plane.

Because the wavelength of photobleaching and excitation light for epi-fluorescence are

similar (by definition), and the two light sources share the same entry point to the

microscope (i.e., the epi-fluorescence port), we used a motorized flipper (New Focus,

Santa Clara, CA) to move a mirror in and out of the light path to accommodate the two

sources. When the mirror was in-place, GFP excitation light (produced by a standard

Mercury arc lamp) was reflected into the microscope. When flipped out of place, the

light path was clear for input of laser light (under shutter control). Similar to the

photoactivation setup, a 488mm band-pass filter was placed near the epi-fluorescence

excitation light source.

Image acquisition

Cells were imaged using a Zeiss Axiovert inverted microscope setup for phase and epi

fluorescence microscopy. Phase and fluorescence images were acquired using cooled

CCD cameras from Princeton Instruments (Princeton, NJ; http://www.prinst.com). For

photobleaching experiments, images were collected using a Sony 768x512 interline chip

with 8.3pm pixels cooled to -10C. This chip provides improved quantum efficiency for

the emitted light produced by GFP. Phase images were collected without binning, and

fluorescence images were collected with hardware binning of 2 pixels in both the
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horizontal and vertical axes. For photoactivation experiments, we used a standard

Kodak KAF1400 chip with 6.9pm pixels cooled to −40C. For phase images, we binned

2 pixels in both horizontal and vertical axes, and for fluorescence images, 4 pixels were

binned in both axes. In both sets of experiments, illumination of 100-200ms was used

for phase contrast images, and 200-400ms exposure times were used for fluorescence

images.

Images were acquired with Princeton Instrument’s WinWiew software. A set of software

components (PHAT (PHotoActivation Technique) system) was developed to automate

the WinWiew acquisition/display software as well as to coordinate shutters and the

flipper motor. A complete installation package of the PHAT system along with full

source code will be posted on our web site

(http://http://skye.med.harvard.edu/mitchi.html). This package can be used to perform

three-dimensional and multiwavelength time-lapse image collection. Delay between

phase and fluorescence images was typically less than 3 seconds. Negligible changes

occur in NG108 filopodia over this time scale, so these image pairs effectively represent

a single timepoint for our purposes.

Measurement of mark and tip movement

Locations of filopodium tips and photo-marks were determined by measuring the

position of each with respect to the axis of extension/retraction of the filopodium. In

practice, a single reference line was overlaid on the phase image of each filopodium, and

tip distances were calculated with respect to the end of the line for each time point in the

sequence. The direction of extension of the filopodium was used to define the positive
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axis of this line. In some cases, filopodia were observed to swing about an axis located

in the growth cone body – only filopodia that rotated less than 15° were included in our

study. Generally, filopodia that exhibited swinging behavior rotated smoothly from one

position to another. Reference lines were drawn to bisect the angle of filopodial rotation

and intersect with the axis of rotation. The position of the tip was then projected via a

perpendicular onto the reference line. Subsequently, an identical reference line was

generated in the fluorescence channel, and similar measurements of the mark were

taken. Mark-tip distances were calculated by subtracting the mark position from the tip

position. These measurements were taken using a combination of our own software and

the Princeton Instruments’ WinWiew software.

When we generated distance versus time plots of this data, all measurements were

normalized with respect to the position or length recorded at t=0, the time the mark was

made. Thus, in plots pictured in Figure 2B, Figure 3B, Figure 4B, the first data point for

each plot is 0. Rates for individual filopodial movements were summarized in Figure 5.

These rates were calculated by finding the change in a measurement between sequential

time points, and dividing by the elapsed time (usually 30 seconds in our experiments).

In Figure 6, rates were calculated by standard linear regression analysis of distance-time

plots for the first five minutes after photo-marking (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995).
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Figure Legends

Figure 1: Actin assembly at filopodium tips

Both caged Q-rhodamine derivatized actin and GFP-actin incorporate into filopodial

tips. In A and B, stationary and extending filopodia are marked at the tip. In A, three

lower magnification views of a section of a growth cone are presented. From left to

right these are the phase contrast image, an image of the fluorescent mark and a

combined image in which the fluorescent mark appears as a red overlay on the phase

image. The bar in the lower right corner represents 10pm. B shows a detailed view of a

combined phase contrast fluorescent image of a single filopodium (boxed in A) at

successive time points (indicated at the right). The bar in the lower right corner

represents a distance of 5pm. The length and intensity profile of the fluorescent mark is

unchanged after several minutes, suggesting that actin monomers incorporated at the

very tip are not free to diffuse away. C and D show images from a photobleaching

experiment. In C, an image of a whole growth cone containing GFP-actin is presented

as it appears by phase contrast (left image) and epi-fluorescent (right image) microscopy,

at the time that a mark was made on the tip of one filopodium (gray box). The bar in the

phase (left) image represents 10pm. In D, phase and fluorescent images of the

filopodium in C (gray box) are presented. Arrows indicate the location of a dark

photobleaching mark created very near the tip of the filopodium. The mark moves

smoothly backwards as the filopodium extends in a two minute time frame (indicated at

right). The black bar at the bottom (phase image) represents 5pm. Images in E and F

represent another GFP-actin containing growth cone. In E, a single filopodium rapidly

elongates (arrows). In F, we followed this filopodium and compared the location of the
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filopodium tip with the GFP-actin signal (dotted lines). During each advance, the

fluorescent signal along the length of the filopodium extends just to the tip of the rapidly

advancing filopodium. The bar in this image represents 5pm. These results suggest that

the distance between a mark made on the cytoskeleton and the filopodium tip accurately

reflects the length of the underlying cytoskeleton between these points.
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Figure 2: Actin assembly rates changes coincident with switch in filopodium
movement

In A, three images represent a detail of a time-lapse sequence in which a filopodium

switches between phases of extension and retraction over the course of 4 minutes,

indicated at right. The left column represents phase contrast images of filopodium at

successive timepoints. The middle column represents the corresponding images of a

photoactivation mark taken very near to the same time. The right column represents an

overlay of the nucleºn mark (red) on the phase contrast image. The bar in the bottom

right corner represents 5pm. In this time-lapse sequence, it is evident that smooth

retrograde flow of the mark (dark line in overlay images) occurs while the tip extends

and retracts (blue lines). Note that between timepoints 0.5min and 2 min, the filopodium

which we tracked (blue lines) switches to an extending phase while an adjacent

filopodium (arrows in left column) completely retracts. Because the rate of retrograde

flow is constant, changes in the behavior of the tip must be attributed to changes in the

actin filament assembly rate (B). This result shows that switching of actin filament

assembly rate occurs with a high degree of temporally and spatially and temporal

resolution. In B, the mark, tip and mark to tip distances are plotted, visually

demonstrating the changes in filament assembly rate which are coincident with

directional switching of the filopodium tip.
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Figure 3: Switching of filopodium tip from extending to retracting correlates with
increased retrograde flow

This figure represents a photoactivation experiment performed on a filopodium as it

switched from a stationary to retracting phase. This figure follows the layout of Figure

2, above. A. Changes in the retrograde flow rate (dark lines, right column) closely

mirror changes in the rate of movement of the filopodium tip (blue lines). B. This

distance versus time plot visually demonstrates that whereas the rate of actin assembly is

negligible during the course of the experiment, retrograde flow rate varies greatly and

corresponds to changes in rate of tip movement. The bar (lower right corner) represents

5pum.
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Figure 4: Variation of flow and assembly without change in tip movement

This figure follows a similar layout to Figures 2 and 3 above. Here, a filopodium tip

remains relatively stationary, yet both retrograde flow and actin assembly rate vary (in

opposite directions). This example suggests that both parameters can vary

independently of one another, and provides a demonstration of how the filopodium tip is

the sum of the forward movement of actin filament assembly plus the rearward

movement of the cytoskeleton by retrograde flow.
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Figure 5: Actin assembly rates and retrograde flow rates for different rates of
filopodium movement

Actin assembly and retrograde flow rates were determined for individual bouts of

filopodia movement, and separated into categories representing different speeds and

phases of filopodial movement. On average, extending filopodia exhibit faster actin

assembly rates, whereas retracting filopodia exhibit lower actin assembly rates.

Retrograde flow rates, on average, are indistinguishable for different rates of filopodium

movement. We calculated rates for tip, filament assembly rate and retrograde flow rate

by subtracting distance measurements from adjacent timepoints and dividing by the

elapsed time interval. Average values for retrograde flow and actin assembly rates were

calculated for all filopodia with certain ranges. We arbitrarily categorized filopodial

movements as follows. “Rapidly retracting”: retracting at greater than -1pum/min.

“Slowly retracting”: between -1pum/min and -0.3pum/min. “Stationary”: between

-0.3pm/min and 0.3pm/min. “Slowly extending”: between 0.3pm/min and 1pum/min.

“Rapidly extending”: extending at any rate above 111m/min. The average values and

standard deviations for the corresponding filament assembly and retrograde flow rates

are presented in the bar graph. These results confirm our observation that directional

switching of filopodia coincided more frequently with switches in actin assembly rate

than with switches in retrograde flow rate.
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Figure 6: Actin dynamics vary in different filopodia in a single growth cone
By creating marks on multiple filopodia in single growth cones, we asked whether actin

assembly and retrograde flow rates vary spatially within single growth cones. A. Phase

contrast, fluorescence and combined fluorescence overlay on phase contrast images are

presented for a growth cone extending towards the right. Outlines of the growth cone at

t=0 are visible in the right column at 10min and 45min. Each row represents images

collected at a single timepoint (indicated at right). We tracked mark and tip movements

for 10 individual filopodia (indicated with numbers at t=0, right column) over the course

of 10 minutes. We determined the rates of retrograde flow and filament assembly by

calculating the best-fit linear regression coefficient for this data. The results, shown in B

and C, indicate that individual filopodia in this growth cone exhibit significantly

different rates of both retrograde flow and filament assembly. Error bars indicate the

standard deviation for the regression coefficients. Different retrograde flow rates in

different filopodia are clearly illustrated by comparing the positions of marks made near

the lower edge of the growth cone with marks made near the top. Marks made near the

top edge are clearly moving backwards more quickly than marks made near the bottom

(arrows, middle column, 10min). Another interesting feature apparent from this

sequence is the coalescing of filopodial actin bundles together deep in the body of the

growth cone (10 minutes). At t=45min, actin filaments assembled at the tip are still

visible and have been transported to neck of the growth cone where they undergo

compression. The middle column at t=45min shows fluorescent signals from

photoactivation marks generated at t=0min (arrow 1) and t=15min (arrow 2). (The

initial images of the second mark are not shown in this figure).
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Figure 7: Rapid turnover of actin in lamellipodia
Unlike filopodia, actin filaments in lamellipodia turnover rapidly. Here, a

photoactivation mark was made in a fan-shaped lamellipodial growth cone. The signal

decays exponentially (as previously described (Theriot and Mitchison, 1991; Theriot and

Mitchison, 1992)) with a half-life of three minutes. This contrasts with marks made on

filopodia (Cf., Figure 6).
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Figure 8: Parameters regulating filopodial extension and retraction

The variation of two parameters can influence filopodial motility: (A) actin filament

assembly rate and (B) actin retrograde flow rate. The middle column the situation of a

stationary filopodium in which the opposing movements of retrograde flow and actin

assembly at the tip are balanced to produce no net movement. By changing either

assembly rate (A) or flow rate (B), the filopodium can transition to an extending (right

column) or retracting (left column) phase. In the figure, these changes in rate are

indicated by the size of the arrows representing filament assembly and flow. Our results

support a dominant role for actin assembly (A) in the control of filopodium extension

and retraction. Factors that promote actin filament assembly include nucleation factors

such as the ARP complex (Welch and Mitchison, 1998) and filament barbed ends,

proteins which allow actin monomers to polymerize, such as profilin (Pantaloni and

Carlier, 1993). Restriction of actin filament assembly may occur by capping of filament

barbed ends or sequestration of free actin monomers.
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Figure 9: A role for regulated actin filament assembly in growth cone turning
Asymmetric extension and retraction of filopodia is a required initial step in growth cone

turning. The model presented in this figure demonstrates how spatially regulated actin

filament assembly causes asymmetric distributions of filopodia and subsequent growth

cone turning. In A and B, growth cones containing radially symmetric arrays of

filopodial and underlying actin filament bundles undergo net forward movement (large

white arrow). A, a chemoattractive guidance cue causes increased actin filament

assembly on the left side, resulting in extension of filopodia. B, a chemorepulsive cue

lowers the rate of filament assembly on the right side of the growth cone, perhaps by

capping filament barbed ends, leading to retraction of filopodia. The resulting growth

cone for both cases is shown in C. The asymmetric distribution of filopodia results in a

switch in direction of the growth cone body (large white arrow), due to increased

:

:
traction in one direction.
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Chapter 5

Microtubule Dynamics in the Mitotic
Spindle of S. Pombe

Dr. Ken Sawin and I collaborated in collecting the data presented in this
chapter. Dr. Sawin generated the strain of yeast expressing GFP-tubulin
used in this study. I implemented the optics and software, generated the
text and figures, and performed the data analysis presented in this
chapter.
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Abstract

The S. pombe mitotic spindle was visualized using a GFP-tubulin construct, and

fiduciary marks were made using laser-photobleaching at different times during mitosis.

Images of the spindles and marks were reconstructed using 3D deconvolution

technology. We found that marks made early in mitosis during metaphase or anaphase

A rapidly recovered their fluorescence, whereas marks made during anaphase B

exhibited no turnover, and were visible several minutes later. Marks made during

anaphase B were observed to slide away from each other at the same rate as spindle

expansion. We found no poleward flux during anaphase B. We were unable to

determine whether fluorescence recovery of bleaches made during metaphase/anaphase

A was due to dynamic instability or poleward flux.

Introduction

The replication of eukaryotic cells requires correct segregation of chromosomes to

newly created daughters cells. The mitotic spindle is the mechanical scaffold on which

this separation takes place, and is composed of a dense array of microtubules. Because

movement of chromosomes during mitosis depends on this lattice and components

which bind to it or move with respect to it, an understanding of the underlying

movements of the spindle is crucial for explaining the mechanism of chromosome

segregation. Photo-marking experiments performed in metazoan cells have revealed

important clues to the dynamic organization of the spindle during different stages of

mitosis (for a review, see (Desai and Mitchison, 1997)). Increasingly in the past few
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years, the yeast spindle has attracted interest as a genetic model for studying the mitotic

spindle (Hoyt and Geiser, 1996). Here, we describe the dynamic movements of the

microtubule lattice in S. pombe.

In metazoan and yeast cells, microtubules are arrayed with their fast growing (or plus

ends) towards the center of the spindle, and with their minus ends terminating at one of

the two poles (Winey et al., 1995). These two oppositely oriented microtubule arrays

are often referred to as “half-spindles”, and the plus ends of each half-spindle overlap in

a region known as the spindle mid-zone. During metaphase and anaphase A

(collectively referred to as “phase 2" in yeast), the spindle retains a relatively constant

size, whereas the onset of anaphase B (“phase 3” in yeast) is marked by rapid spindle

elongation (Desai and Mitchison, 1997; Nabeshima et al., 1998; Straight et al., 1997).

Whereas spindles in metazoan cells tend to be large (50um) football-shaped structures

containing hundreds of microtubules (Desai and Mitchison, 1997; Inoue and Salmon,

1995), spindles in fission yeast are known to contain only 15-20 microtubules which are

arranged in a tightly packed columnar bundle. Whereas the dynamics of microtubules

in mammalian and amphibian spindles has been examined with by creating fiduciary

marks on spindles using photo-marking technologies, no similar body of work exists for

yeast.

Here, we present results which demonstrate that microtubule subunit turnover rate, as

assayed by GFP-photobleaching recovery, dramatically decreases during the phase 2 to

phase 3 transition in the fission yeast, S. pombe. Furthermore, we demonstrate that

phase 3 (anaphase B) movements are driven by sliding of overlapping microtubule plus

:
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ends in the spindle mid-zone, and that poleward flux of microtubules does not occur

during anaphase B. These results suggest an underlying similarities in the dynamic

organization of yeast and metazoan spindles.

Results

Observation and photobleaching of GFP-tubulin
GFP-tubulin has been successfully used to observe distribution of microtubules and

follow mitotic spindles in budding yeast (Straight et al., 1997). We followed GFP

tubulin spindles in fission yeast as they passed through different phases of mitosis by

performing wide-field three-dimensional optical sectioning microscopy (Materials and

Methods). Observations of spindle pole markers has shown that yeast spindles go

through three phases of expansion characterized by different lengths and rates of

movement (Nabeshima et al., 1998). The rates determined in that study are very similar

to those reported here (see below), suggesting that observation of GFP-tubulin by epi

fluorescence is non-perturbing to spindle dynamics.

A typical time lapse sequence of a GFP-tubulin spindle is presented in Figure 1A.

Because we observed that spindles rotated and moved about in three dimensions, we

collected stacks of three dimensional images. We used a motorized focus drive

reposition the focal plain between each image. Typically, stacks of 5 images,

representing .75um steps, were taken for each 30 second time point. This data was

deconvolved using commercially available 3d deconvolution software (Materials and

Methods). All the images presented in our figures represent flattened representations of
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the three dimensional data. Length measurements were determined from the three

dimensional deconvolved data using software.

Determinations of spindle expansion rate by observation of spindle pole body markers

(Nabeshima et al., 1998) found that the spindle undergoes three distinct phases of

movement as it passes through mitosis: phase 1, a short phase in which the spindle is

formed by rapid expansion (~1um/min) to approximately 1.5um in length. Phase 2

includes the movements associated with metaphase and anaphase A and is characterized

by a slow expansion (~0.09um/min) between lengths of ~1.5um and 3um. Phase 3, or

anaphase B, is characterized by a burst of rapid elongation (.8um/min) starting at a

length of approximately 3um and continuing to ~10-12um, at which point the spindle is

disassembled. We follow Nabeshima and colleagues in indicating metaphase and

anaphase A by “phase 2" and anaphase B by “phase 3”. We refer to these phases

extensively throughout this study, and use spindle length and spindle expansion rate as

diagnostic indicators of which phase a spindle is in.

In this study, we concentrated on the switch between phase 2 and phase 3. Results

presented in Figure 1A and C show that we observe similar kinetics to those observed

by Nabeshima et al., (1998). Typically, in our experiments, we searched for cells

containing bright mitotic spindles. Because spindle formation (phase 1) occurs very

rapidly, we observed only one example of phase 1 movement. The one example which

we did observe exhibited kinetics very similar to those described by Nabeshima and

colleagues. These results suggest that observation of GFP-tubulin is non-perturbing to

spindle function. We were also able to visualize dynamic instability in single
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microtubules during interphase, but never observed microtubule breakage, also

indicating that photo-damage due to epi-fluorescence excitation illumination was not a

problem in our experiments (data not shown).

We performed laser photobleaching of mitotic spindles by briefly (~400-800ms)

illuminating spindles with a thin (~.6um half-maximal width) line of laser light. Figure

1B shows frames from such a photobleaching experiment. We were concerned that

photo-damage due to laser irradiation might cause spindle damage, and reasoned that

damage which interfered with spindle function would perturb the spindle in some

visible way. Bleached spindles behaved in a qualitatively identical manner to

unbleached spindles; they exhibited a sharp transition from a slow expanding to fast

expanding phase, indicative of the phase 2 to phase 3 transition (n=11). They continued

to expand after bleaching, and upon reaching lengths of 10-12um they were

disassembled, in a manner indistinguishable from unbleached spindles.

Figure 1C is a distance versus time plot of the rate of spindle expansion for the bleached

and unbleached spindles shown in A and B. This plot demonstrates that the kinetics of

expansion of the unbleached and bleached spindle are qualitatively similar, as is the

spindle length at which the phase transition occurs. In Figure 1D, we determined that

the average spindle length at which the phase transition occurs for bleached an

unbleached spindles is quantitatively similar. Figure 1E shows that the rates of spindle

expansion in phase 2 and phase 3 are comparable for bleached and unbleached spindles.

That is bleaches made in short, slowly expanding spindles do not perturb either the slow

expansion rate, the length at which a transition to the faster rate occurs, or the faster
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(phase 3) rate of expansion, compared to unbleached cells. Similarly, bleaches made on

rapidly expanding spindles do not interfere with the expansion rate. These results in

conjunction with our qualitative impressions of the behavior of bleached spindles

suggest that under our conditions, GFP-tubulin photobleaching does not perturb spindle

function.

Turnover of microtubules during metaphase and anaphase A but not anaphase B
Figure 2A shows a detailed time lapse sequence of a short spindle bleached in early

phase 2, as determined from its length and rate of elongation (B). What is striking is

that the dark bleach mark disappears within two minutes, indicating that bleached

tubulin subunits have either exchanged with free (unbleached) subunits in the cytoplasm

or moved to another location within the spindle where they are masked by adjacent

fluorescent subunits.

This result stands in stark contrast to Figure 3A which shows a similar time lapse

sequence of a rapidly expanding (phase 3) spindle. In this case, the mark made at 0

minutes shears into two separate marks which travel away from the spindle mid-zone at

the same rate as spindle expansion. The dramatic difference in microtubule stability

illustrated by Figures 2 and 3 is very representative of the rest of our sequences we

obtained in this study. In each experiment, retention or loss of the bleach mark was a

striking and easily identifiable feature, and so could easily be scored.

In every case, we found that bleach marks made on short, slowly expanding spindles

recovered their fluorescence (n=13), whereas marks made on rapidly expanding
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spindles - which tended to be longer - did not recover and could be observed to split as

the spindle expanded, as in Figure 3 (n=12). These observations are summarized in

Figure 4. In these charts, each photobleaching sequence was characterized as to

whether the bleach mark exhibited “Recovery” (as in Figure 2A) or “No Recovery” (as

in Figure 3A), then the length of the spindle at the time of bleaching and the rate of

spindle expansion were determined. In Figure 4A, we see that most bleach marks made

on shorter spindles (between 1.6um and 3.3um, left column) exhibited fluorescence

recovery, indicative of microtubule turnover, whereas marks made on longer spindles

(between 2.65um and 7.4um, right column) did not show mark recovery, indicating lack

of turnover. Clearly, there is a small degree of overlap in the length distribution

between the “Recovery” and “No Recovery” categories, however, when we examined

the velocities of spindles that exhibited recovery and those that did not, we found a

categorical difference (Figure 4B). Here, we can see that slowly expanding (phase 2)

spindles always exhibit recovery, and rapidly expanding (phase 3) spindles always do

not recover. Note that the two categories show no overlap in velocity distribution.

Spindles which recovered from bleaching, showed expansion velocities of

0.064um/min, on average, and these velocities varied between .017um/min and

0.128um/min. Conversely, spindles which did not recover fluorescence in the bleach

zone and showed mark-splitting (e.g., Figure 3A), had an average velocity of

0.913um/min, and these velocities varied between 0.714um/min and 1.12um/min.

Rapid spindle expansion rates are diagnostic of anaphase B. These results demonstrate

that microtubules exhibit subunit turnover during anaphase A and metaphase, but that

this turnover ceases in anaphase B.

-
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No polewards flux during anaphase B
We hoped to determine whether yeast spindle microtubules exhibit polewards flux, as

has been reported for metazoan spindles (Mitchison et al., 1986; Mitchison, 1989).

Chymographs are a display technique used to graphically detect movements of small

features in a sequence of images. Chymographs have been successfully used to detect

movements of material using differential interference contrast or epi-fluorescent speckle

microscopy in cytoskeletal structures in a variety of situations, including metazoan

spindles (Waterman-Storer et al., 1998). We used this technique in hopes of detecting

poleward movements of bleach marks.

We were unable to detect any consistent patterns of movement in chymographs of phase

2 spindles containing bleaches. Patterns of recovery seemed completely random. We

were equally unable to detect any consistent movement of the mark. These results seem

to indicate that polewards flux does not occurs, and that fluorescence recovery is likely

due to subunit exchange at microtubule plus ends because of dynamic instability.

However, because of the limitations of photobleaching technology (see Discussion), we

are unable to draw firm conclusions from this result.

Conversely, the robust marks made on phase 3 (anaphase B) spindles could easily be

tracked. By carefully following the distance between the spindle pole and the edge of

the bleach mark, we were able to determine that little, if any, polewards movement of

microtubules occurs during phase 3. One example of this result is shown in Figure 6.

Here a rapidly expanding spindle was bleaching near the spindle mid-zone at 0 minutes

(A). We graphically compared the distance between the edge of the mark and the pole
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for the left (B) and right (C) spindle poles. We compared 4 other phase 3 spindles and

reached the same conclusion. In each case, the rate of change between the spindle pole

and mark was less than .002um/min. Visual inspection of other spindles supports the

conclusion that polewards flux does not occur during anaphase B in S. pombe.

Discussion

Our results demonstrate that microtubule dynamics undergo a striking change sometime

during the phase 2-phase 3 (anaphase A-anaphase B) transition. We have shown that

spindle microtubules in phase 2 (metaphase and anaphase A) undergo significant

turnover, whereas microtubules in phase 3 (anaphase B) spindles are relatively stable,

and do exchange subunits. Our results also demonstrate that little or no polewards flux

occurs during anaphase B, and that expansion of the spindle is driven by sliding of

overlapped microtubules in the spindle midzone.

The mechanism by which microtubule subunits are exchanged in yeast during

metaphase and anaphase A remains unknown. From photoactivation experiments done

in metazoan cells, it is known that the microtubule lattice of each half spindle is

transported to the pole concomitant with continuous growth of microtubules at their

plus ends in the spindle midzone, a phenomenon known as polewards flux (Mitchison et

al., 1986; Mitchison, 1989). During this period, microtubule plus ends undergo rapid

subunit exchange, probably due to the rapid shrinking and re-growth of plus ends

known as dynamic instability(Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984). Thus, two possible

mechanisms are suggested by the work in metazoan cells.
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In GFP photo-bleaching experiments, either of these models could account for the

behavior of metaphase/anaphase A spindles, as shown in Figure 7. In A, a cartoon

representation of a fluorescent spindle, is presented. The black areas represent a

photobleaching mark. The inset represents an idealized fluorescence profile along the

length of the spindle. One of two models might account for loss of fluorescence from

the central region of the spindle: polewards flux of bleached subunits to the poles (B) or

exchange of bleached subunits with the large pool of unbleached, fluorescent subunits

in the cytoplasm through shrinkage and regrowth of microtubule plus ends (C). The

insets in B and C represent idealized fluorescence profiles for the corresponding spindle

cartoons diagrammed above. Examination of chymographs prepared from sequences of

phase 2-bleached spindles were ambiguous; some were similar to the recovery profile

shown in B (polewards flux), whereas others seemed similar to C (dynamic instability).

The idealized profiles in Figure 7 represent the case for a spindle that exhibits a uniform

concentration of fluorescent tubulin subunits throughout the spindle. However,

examination of unbleached spindles reveals that this fluorescence profile is non

uniform, and that the profile changes over time during phase 2. This result suggests that

some amount of incorporation and loss of tubulin subunits occurs in the phase 2 spindle

and this suggests microtubule dynamic instability. Spatial and temporal non-uniformity

of the fluorescence profile makes it extremely difficult to discern patterns of movement

in the spindle, as predicted in Figure 7B. Thus, the results presented here cannot rule

out polewards flux of microtubules in the yeast spindle during metaphase and anaphase

A.
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Materials and Methods

Cell Culture Methods

Cells were cultured to mid log-phase in YPD which was generously provided by

Tamara Enoch. Prior to photobleaching, cells were concentrated by centrifugation in a

microeppendorf at 14K and resuspended in fresh YPD. Two microliters of the

resuspended cells were placed on a regular glass slide and covered with a coverslip for

imaging. All experiments were performed within 2 hours of plating the cells on the

glass coverslip.

Image acquisition and data analysis

Immediately after photobleaching the spindle, as described in Chapter 3, timelapse data

acquisition was started. We used a Zeiss Axiovert microscope and a 100x 1.4NA Plan

Apochromat lens. Data representing a single three dimensional timepoint was collected

every 30 seconds. Typically, 5 optical sections spanning 3pm were taken for each

timepoint. For each timepoint, acquisition of all 5 images took less than 4 seconds,

during which time very little movement takes place. All images were acquired using

the PHATLapse system in conjunction with Princeton Instruments’ WinWiew32

software, as described in Chapter 3. This data was translated to the Applied Precision

R3D format using custom written software (SpeToR3d) and deconvolved using

DeltaVision software. Spindle length measurements were performed on the

deconvolved three-dimensional data set using standard analysis tools in the DeltaVision

package. Microsoft Excel was used to create graphs and perform regression analysis.
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Figure 1: Observation of GFP-tubulin spindles and photobleaching is non
perturbing

Epi-fluorescence observation of GFP-tubulin spindles showed that spindles exhibit a

characteristic shift in rate of expansion as they reach approximately 3um in length. In

A, we present still images which represent flattened projections of a three-dimensional

timelapse sequence. Here, a GFP-tubulin containing spindle transitions from phase 2

(anaphase A) to phase 3 (anaphase B; see Nabeshima et al.(1998)). Between the start of

the sequence (0 minutes) and 9 minutes, very little expansion is observed

(rate=0.06um/min). However, immediately after this point, the spindle expands

proceeds rapidly at 0.67um/min. In B, a similar 3d timelapse sequence of a

photobleached spindle exhibits similar rates of movement, and switches rates (from

0.05um/min to .83um/min) at approximately the same spindle length. Plots of spindle

lengths versus time for the bleached and unbleached spindle (C), graphically compares

the similar kinetics of elongation for the spindles depicted in A and B. The chart in D

summarizes rate data for 6 unbleached spindles and 13 bleached spindles. It shows that

bleached and unbleached spindles switched to the faster rate of movement at

approximately the same length (3um); the error bars indicate standard deviation. In E, a

bar chart shows that the rates of elongation for the different phases are quantitatively

similar. The slow phase of movement (phase 2) is the same for bleached (white bar)

and unbleached (gray bar) spindles (~.09um/min). The fast phase of movement is also

similar for bleached and unbleached spindles (E, phase 3). These results demonstrate

that spindle expansion kinetics are unperturbed by epi-fluorescence excitation light and

photobleaching, and suggest that spindle components are not damaged during our

experiments.
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Figure 2: Turnover of marks in phase 2 spindles A

A. Timelapse sequence of a bleach mark made on a short, slowly elongating spindle.
s

As can be seen in the image, the dark region slowly gains in fluorescence, and then the

spindle elongates. B. Distance versus time plot of the spindle shown in A. The arrow

represents the time at which marking was performed. Notice that the mark was made

during a period of very slow spindle expansion, indicative of phase 2 (metaphase and

anaphase A).
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Chapter 5 - Figure 2B
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Figure 3: No turnover of marks in phase 3 spindles

A. Timelapse sequence of a bleach mark made on a spindle slightly later in the mitotic

cycle that Figure 2. As can be seen, the mark made in the middle of the spindle

separates into two separate marks which progress outwards as the spindle elongates.

For a brief period, the mark seems to disappear. We believe this is due to sliding of

unbleached microtubule plus ends from the other half-spindle over the bleached region.

B. Distance versus time plot of the spindle show in A. In contrast to Figure 2B, we see

that this spindle has been marked (arrow) during a phase of rapid elongation

(0.71um/min). This rate of elongation is indicative of phase 3 (anaphase B).
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Figure 4: Comparison of marks made on phase 2 and phase 3 spindles

A. We determined the lengths of spindles at the time of bleaching and separated them

into two groups depending on whether they recovered fluorescence (left column,

“Recovery”) or didn't recover fluorescence, and showed microtubule sliding (right

column, “No Recovery”). This plot marks made on short spindles tended to exhibit

recovery, whereas marks made on longer spindles tended not to exhibit recovery, and

show splitting of marks (as shown in Figure 3A). B. A similar plot was prepared for

the velocities of spindle elongation at the time of photobleaching. This plot shows that

all rapidly elongating spindles do not recover their bleach marks, whereas slowly

elongating spindles do recover fluorescence in the bleach zone.

Phase 2 (metaphase and anaphase A) spindles on average are shorter than phase 3

(anaphase B) spindles. Phase 2 is characterized by slow spindle expansion velocities

(as shown in the left column of B; whereas Phase 3 is characterized by rapid expansion

velocities (right column of B). Fluorescence recovery is an indication of microtubule

subunit turnover. Thus, these results show that microtubules in phase 2 spindles

exchange their subunits, whereas microtubules in phase 3 spindles are stable.
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Chapter 5 - Figure 4B
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Figure 5: Chymograph of bleach in phase 2 spindle

A. Timelapse sequence of a bleach mark in a phase 2 spindle. B. Corresponding

chymograph of the spindle shows some asymmetry in the recovery of fluorescence, but

is rather difficult to interpret. Results from analysis of other phase 2 chymographs were

similarly ambiguous.
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Figure 6: No polewards flux during phase 3
A. Timelapse sequence of a bleach mark in a later phase 3 spindle. Chmyographs of the

left (B) and right (C) poles reveals that the distance between the mark and the adjacent

spindle pole remains relatively constant. A small amount of shrinkage can be observed

in C, but is less than 0.02um/min. These results demonstrate that polewards flux of

microtubules does not occur during anaphase B in yeast. Thus, anaphase B spindle

expansion is probably driven by extension of the plus ends, and microtubule sliding in

the spindle midzone, where microtubule plus ends from the two half-spindles overlap.
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Figure 7: Models for microtubule turnover in phase 2
Our results indicate that bleached microtubule subunits are lost from the bleach zone

during phase 2, and are replaced by fluorescent subunits. A shows a cartoon

representation of a spindle containing a number of fluorescent microtubules (white

bars), of varying length. A photobleaching mark has been made in the central region of

this spindle (black regions on microtubules). Recovery of fluorescence in this region

might occur by one of two mechanisms. B, flux of microtubules within the spindle such

that bleached subunits originally present at the center of the spindle are transported to

the poles (poleward flux). After reaching the pole, these bleached subunits

depolymerize and diffuse away into the large cytoplasmic space (not shown). C,

shrinkage and growth of microtubules at the plus ends (arrows) causes loss of bleached

subunits, and incorporation of new subunits. The bleached subunits represent only a

small fraction of the total pool of tubulin subunits. Thus, growth at microtubule plus

ends occurs by addition of fluorescent subunits from the large cytoplasmic pool. Free

bleached subunits diffuse away from the spindle, and are no longer observable as a

distinct mark. Below each cartoon is an idealized representation of the fluorescence

intensity profile along the long axis of the spindle (see Discussion).
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